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 Wind power generation is uncertain and intermittent accentuating variability. Currently in 

many power systems worldwide, the total generation-load unbalance caused by mismatch 

between forecast and actual wind power output is handled by automatic governor control and 

real-time 5-minute balancing markets, which are operated by the independent system 

operators for maintaining reliable operation of power systems. Mechanisms such as 

automatic governor control and real-time 5-minute balancing markets are in place to correct 

the mismatch between the load forecast and the actual load. They are not designed to address 

increased uncertainty and variability introduced by large-scale wind power or solar power 

generation expected in the future. Thus, large-scale wind power generation with increased 

uncertainty and intermittency causing variability poses a techno-economic challenge of 

sourcing least cost load balancing services (reserve).  
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This dissertation offers a secondary intra-day option market via a techno-economic 

approach whereby wind power producers purchases reserved energy from other generators to 

cover for any deficit of wind energy or sells any excess of wind energy to other generators 

using Option Pricing concept in an optimization framework. The latest ISO price forecasts 

are used in the proposed secondary market. In such a market, wind power producers are not 

subsidized and they must compete with other power suppliers in the system.  

The proposed secondary intra-day reserve market uses a model for describing uncertainty in 

wind power forecast a few hours from contract time and a model for options contract to price 

reserves for overcoming underproduction or overproduction. Several versions of the 

secondary intra-day reserve market are proposed and analysed in this dissertation. Wind 

power generation uncertainty is modeled using several methods such as Gaussian, Cauchy 

and Binomial Tree. Two widely used Option pricing methods – Binomial model and the 

Black-Scholes model – are used in this research to model options contract. The network 

limitations of the power system are also considered in the optimization to ensure the 

feasibility of the contracts. The IEEE 118-bus test system with real Ontario wind farms data 

highlights the applicability of the proposed secondary market. 
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Chapter 1:  INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Introduction 

 Modern power system researchers focus on a wide range of challenges related to 

technology, as well as economics, environment and policy. New topics such as electricity 

markets, smart grids, renewable energy, micro grids, etc., have been the focus of recent 

studies. Wind is one of the most important sources of renewable energy. A significant 

amount of research outcomes have been reported in literature. Techno-economic solutions to 

wind energy integration challenges caused by uncertainty in availability are proposed in this 

dissertation. 

1.1.1 Growth of Wind Energy 

 Wind is a source of clean, cheap and accessible energy. The overall decreasing trend in 

the cost of wind power is expected to continue during the next two decades [1].  

Table 1.1 shows unit costs of electricity generation of renewable energy Sources and the 

decreasing wind energy cost in the future [2]. Rapid technological advancements such as 

variable speed wind generators, larger turbine sizes, lower wind speed operation capability, 

developments in offshore turbines, etc., have propelled the significant growth of wind 

electricity generation recorded in the past decade (Fig. 1.1). Further, this noticeable growth in 

wind energy was achieved due to various economic incentives made available for wind 

power generation throughout the world.  
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Table 1.1 Unit Costs of Electricity Generation of Renewable Energy Sources [2] 

Generation Technology 
2010-2020 2021-2035 

($ / MWh) ($ / MWh) 

Hydro – large 94 95 

Hydro – small 143 143 

Biomass 131 126 

Wind - onshore 85 65 

Wind - offshore 101 74 

Geothermal 52 46 

Solar PV - large scale 280 157 

Solar PV - buildings 406 217 

Centralised solar power 207 156 

Marine 281 187 

 

 

Fig. 1.1 Historical Trend of World Wind Electricity Generation [2]. 
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1.1.2 Challenges of Wind Energy Uncertainty 

 Renewable Energy sources such as wind and solar are promising sources of clean and 

economic energy of the future. When it comes to power system engineering and grid 

operations, uncertainties in the availability of renewable energy supply can pose serious 

problems. The demand and supply in a power system must always be balanced at any instant 

to maintain system frequency. Every power system always maintains a certain amount of 

AGC (automatic governor control) capacity to ensure demand-supply balance in real-time to 

maintain system frequency and a certain amount of spinning reserve to deal with 

contingencies such as sudden loss of a generator. However wind generators aggravate the 

challenge of balancing demand with supply by always injecting fluctuating amounts of power 

into the system which cannot be accurately forecasted. Some researchers have been trying to 

reduce the uncertainty effect of wind energy sources by inventing new storage facilities, 

while others have been trying to investigate a reserve procurement methodology using 

financial instruments such as options and derivatives. Trying to find a market model for this 

investigative purpose, three different approaches have been adopted by utilities [3]: 

1)  Entirely Regulated—Wind generation is managed in the electricity market as a negative 

demand, and is paid a fixed regulated tariff for their actual energy production (e.g. Ontario). 

2) Partially Regulated— For every MWh of energy produced, wind generators are paid the 

price resulting from the market-clearing process plus a subsidy intended to attract wind 

producers to participate in the electricity market. 

3) Full Competition—According to the economic principles of a pure competitive market, 

wind producers must fully bear the burden of the market as do any other market participants.  
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This situation is achieved by eliminating the subsidies in approaches 1 and 2 mentioned 

above. 

1.2 Market Structures of Power Systems 

 In the segmentation of the power industry one must distinguish those elements that could 

conform to the competitive model and operate in a private market from those elements that 

are likely to require some form of price and service regulation. The usual segmentation of the 

industry distinguishes among generation companies (GenCos), transmission companies 

(TransCos) and distribution companies (DisCos). Fig. 1.2 outlines a competitive wholesale 

market structure that follows this traditional three-part segmentation and emphasizes 

competition in the generation market. The assumption here is that generation is a market with 

sufficient participants (GenCos) to enforce reasonable competition. Either there are enough 

separate generating companies to dilute any market power, or the individual generating units 

operate under long-term contracts with many customers such that the economic interest in the 

plants is dispersed and there is competition in the short run [4]. The competing generators 

must have access to the essential facilities that stand between them and their potential 

customers in the wholesale market. The thrust of the EPAct of 1992 in United States is that 

transmission is one such essential facility and open access to the transmission system is a 

mandatory requirement for operation of a competitive market. 

If some participants in the market have more access to these services, then it is 

impossible to maintain the desired "level playing field" of competition. This reality led 

eventually to the thrust of the EPAct of 1992. Fig. 1.2 goes beyond the usual GenCo, 

TransCo, and DisCo trilogy. The obvious feature is the separation of "TransCo" into PoolCo 

and GridCo. This choice is made based on the institutional structure of regulation in the 
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United States, where the GridCo(s) construction and maintenance of transmission wires 

might be subject to state regulation and PoolCo control of dispatch to regional or national 

supervision [4]. The free-flowing grid requires coordination of short-term operations to 

maintain system stability and achieve least-cost dispatch. This coordination function operates 

most efficiently through a power pool which provides many services implicit in the economic 

dispatch. “The dispatch provides an automatic source of backup supplies, short term excess 

sales, reactive power support, spinning reserve, and the many other services that are bundled 

in transmission. Without equal access to these functions, some participants in the market will 

discover that they are at a competitive disadvantage relative to those who have access to the 

full benefits of a power pool” [4]. 

For the sake of the present discussion, an independent system operator (ISO) is treated as 

the function of the dispatcher and it is easiest to describe PoolCo as a single entity. 

Implicit in Fig. 1.2 is a separation of the wholesale and retail markets, with regulated 

distribution companies purchasing in a competitive wholesale market but selling to 

customers in a retail market. In this case, “the wires component of the distribution business 

would be recognized as a natural monopoly and an essential facility just as for the high 

voltage transmission grid” [4]. 

 It would be less likely to find a similar dispatch function at the distribution level. 

Assuming that PoolCo is governed by ISO we can simplify our model as per Fig. 1.3.  
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Fig. 1.2 A conventional electricity market. 

 

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.3  A conventional electricity market with separation of WindCos. 
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1.2.1 Operating Reserve and Reserve Markets 

 In the Ontario power network, the operating reserve (operating capacity) is required to 

meet forecast load, including an allowance for error, to provide protection against equipment 

failure which has a reasonably high probability of occurrence, and to provide adequate 

regulation of frequency and tie line power flow [5]. The operating reserve is made up of 10 

minutes and 30 minutes reserve requirements: 

• The 10 minutes reserve available to each Area shall at least be equal to its first 

contingency loss multiplied by the Contingency Reserve Adjustment Factor for the most 

recently completed quarter. 

• The 30 minutes reserve available to each Area shall at least equal to one half of the 

second contingency. 

In some other regions such as California, the terms of spinning or non-spinning reserve 

are used. Generators that intend to provide either spinning or non-spinning reserve should be 

able to reach their promised capacity within roughly ten minutes. Most power system 

guidelines require a significant fraction of their operating reserve to come from spinning 

reserve. This is because the spinning reserve is slightly more reliable (it doesn't suffer from 

start-up issues) and can respond immediately whereas with non-spinning reserve generators 

there is a delay as the generator starts-up offline [6, 7, 8].  

In addition, there are two other kinds of reserve power that are often discussed in 

combination with the operating reserve: the frequency-response reserve and the replacement 

reserve. 

• The frequency-response reserve (also known as regulating reserve) is provided as an 

automatic reaction to a loss in supply. It occurs because immediately following a loss 
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of supply, the generators slow down due to the increased load. To combat this 

slowing, many generators have a governor. By helping the generators to speed up, 

these governors provide a small boost to both the output frequency and the power of 

each generator. However, because the frequency-response reserve is often small and 

not at the discretion of the system operator it is not considered part of the operating 

reserves [9]. 

• The replacement reserve (also known as contingency reserve) is reserve power 

provided by generators that require a longer start-up time (typically thirty to sixty 

minutes). It is used to relieve the generators providing the spinning or non-spinning 

reserve and thus restore the operating reserve (confusingly the replacement reserve is 

sometimes known as the 30 or 60-minute operating reserve) [9, 10]. 

In Ontario [11], there is a market for each of the three classes of operating reserve, 

allowing the ISO to efficiently purchase reserve to meet Ontario’s needs. Prices and 

schedules are determined every five minutes, for each reserve class, in conjunction with the 

energy market. The dispatch algorithm simultaneously determines schedules for both energy 

and operating reserve through a process called ‘joint optimization’. Normally, operating 

reserve requirements are entirely met through the scheduling of resources based on 

participant offers. The ISO can also use ‘control action operating reserve’, which reflects the 

ability to use voltage reductions or forego meeting 30-minute requirements (under specific 

conditions) to meet operating reserve needs. In the following sections, both types of supply 

are considered.  Market participants can offer operating reserve to the ISO-administered 

markets at the same time that they bid or offer energy. Imports and exports cannot provide 

synchronized reserve and may only offer on interties where there is agreement with the 
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neighboring jurisdiction that transactions can be used to supply reserve to Ontario. Note that 

participants cannot sell reserve from Ontario to another jurisdiction. The dispatch algorithm 

builds an offer stack, from lowest to highest price, based on the submitted reserve offers. It 

can use offered reserve that is not required to satisfy one class to satisfy the requirements for 

a lower class. This means that if a participant offered only 10-minute synchronized reserve, it 

could be scheduled for 10-minute synchronized, 10-minute non-synchronized, 30-minute, or 

any combination of the three classes of operating reserve. 

The Reserve Market consists of two distinct products for the provision of reserve 

capacity in New England [12]. This capacity is available for dispatch during system 

contingencies, which are unplanned disconnections of power system elements, such as 

transmission facilities or generators, from the electricity grid. The Forward Reserve Market 

(FRM) is the procurement mechanism for delivery of reserve products to meet 10-minute 

non-synchronous reserve (TMNSR) and 30-minute operating reserve (TMOR) requirements 

in New England during on-peak hours. Market Participants submit offers for FRM 

obligations in specific Reserve Zones to the Forward Reserve Market Auction, which occurs 

twice annually prior to each Seasonal Capability Period. (The Summer period is June - 

September; the winter period is October - May). Payments for Forward Reserve delivery are 

made to Market Participants with FRM obligations based on the value of the Forward 

Reserve Clearing price for the appropriate Reserve Zone and product. In order for 

Participants to meet their obligations in the market, eligible forward reserve resources must 

be assigned in advance of the operating day to provide reserves on an hourly basis. Real-

Time Reserve capability on eligible assets is designated by the ISO during the operating day, 
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and resources that provide these reserves will be paid based on the value of the hourly Real-

Time Reserve Clearing Price for the appropriate Reserve Zone and product. 

The Market Participant with an obligation in the Forward Reserve Market will receive credits 

for service delivered, by zone and product, based on the Forward Reserve Clearing Prices 

determined in the Auction. Obligations in the Forward Reserve Market are obtained through 

clearing in the Auction; adjusted, as applicable, for bilateral trading of obligations. The 

Market Participant with ownership in a resource that provides Real-Time Reserves will 

receive credits for service during hours that the Reserve Market Clearing Price is not zero.  

However, payments are adjusted in order to prevent an asset for being compensated in both 

the Real-Time Reserve Market and the Forward Reserve Market at the same time. The hourly 

Real-Time Reserve Clearing Prices are determined in accordance with Market Rule 1. 

1.2.2 A survey in previous publications of Reserve Markets 

 There are several research publications and suggestions about reserve markets which are 

reflected in this section. In these publications, ISO is always in charge to run and supervise 

the market and there is no trade between WindCos and GenCos outside of that market. Two 

types of reserve market model are introduced in [13], which are PoolCo Model and Bilateral 

Contracts Model. The advantages and disadvantages of these models are introduced and 

compared and the transition from the traditional structure to the competitive electricity 

market in China is discussed. Reference [13] firstly discusses the assigning the reserve 

responsibilities, and then the measures of assigning the reserve responsibilities between the 

generators, which are the Direct Assigning Measure and the Actual Value Convert Assigning 

Measure. Also the measures of assigning the reserve responsibilities between the suppliers 

and big Customers are discussed.  
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Ref. [14] presents the market clearing model for the co-optimized real-time energy-

reserve market implemented in the ISO New England (ISO NE). In this model, reserve 

providers are procured on a zonal basis to satisfy the first and the second contingency 

protection criteria required by the ISO NE’s real-time operations for both the entire area and 

typical import-constrained areas.  

Ref. [15] proposes an integral framework of reserve market including the structure and 

operation mode. The proposed market is cleared according to reserve category in hourly 

basis. The objective function is maximizing the social welfare and the constraints include 

reliability requirement, the least reserve capacity for each area, the constraints of generators.   

In [16], the problem of building the optimal bidding strategies for competitive suppliers 

in the California-type spinning reserve market is discussed. According to this model, every 

supplier submits a capacity bid and an energy bid at the same time, and selection of spinning 

reserve providers is based on the capacity bids and the reserve amount broadcasted by the 

ISO.  

In [17] a combined energy and regulation reserve market model is proposed to encourage 

wind producers to regulate their short-term outputs. The proposed market considers lower 

deviation penalties for over or under production and wind producers can increase their 

revenue by optimally bidding in the energy and reserve markets to reduce their deviation 

penalties. In this model, part of the intra-hour wind variations is diverted into the system 

regulation reserve and the system will have less wind energy intra-hour variations and will 

demand less short-term reserve for wind variations.   
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In [18] the optimization problem is modeled by introducing the economic concepts of 

utility and risk management.  Expected value and standard deviation are used to measure 

revenue and risk in this model.  

In [19] an algorithm of minimizing generating company costs in a spot market with 

bilateral trading is proposed. Cost minimization function is the criteria of the optimization 

task while energy, reserve and participation of the power plant in the market are variables in 

the model.  

Ref. [20] focuses on evaluating the new bidding strategy from the perspective of system 

operation by simulating a day-ahead unit commitment problem. It concludes that in this new 

model, more secure system operation with lower dispatch cost can be achieved by comparing 

the scheduling results under different bidding strategies.  

Ref. [21] presents the development of a spinning reserve market model framework for 

procurement of spinning reserve services, independent of the energy market auctions. The 

proposed model has suggested a biddable reserve calculation scheme and ac OPF is used to 

determine the spinning reserve procurement while taking into account system security 

constraints.  

Ref. [22] discusses the localization of the current optimization methods for the reserve 

market with Interruptible Loads and generators as participants. The Pareto optimality method 

for the reserve market is used in order to ensure the maximal utility and the optimization of 

two kinds of reserves from Interruptible Loads and generators.   

In [23] a method is described that utilizes intra-day optimization potentials, taking into 

account planning uncertainties, to determine the optimal intra-day operation strategy.  
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In [24] the authors propose an integrated energy and reserve market. The proposed model 

has developed a spinning reserve calculation scheme which is independent of the energy 

market auctions and the full ac OPF is used to determine the spinning reserve.   

In [25] a new spinning reserve market structure is proposed to utilize the available 

resources to achieve spinning reserve requirements with the security constraints in the 

context of an energy market.  

Ref. [26] investigates the basic energy and reserve dispatch optimization (co-

optimization) in the setting of a pool-based market. It models the lost opportunity cost 

introduced by reserve allocation. The marginal costs of energy and reserves under a variety 

of market designs are derived and the results are used to support the reserve market design 

and implementation in the ISO New England control area.  

Ref. [27] assumes that operating reserve capacity in a power system is flexible and that 

one should optimize it by cost-benefit analysis. Based on the reliability evaluation of the 

generation system, a reserve market is proposed to determine the optimal reserve capacity 

and simultaneously clear the operating reserve market.  

Ref. [28] suggests a new scheduling algorithm using grid security constraints which 

include one base case (intact system) and a list of possible contingencies (line-out, unit-lost, 

and load-growth) of the system. By following a cost-minimizing co-optimization procedure, 

both power and reserve are allocated spatially for the combined energy and reserve markets 

and the Lagrange multipliers reveal the locational shadow prices for the reserve and energy 

requirements.  
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Ref. [29] Overviews frequency regulation services and reserve markets in which these 

regulation services are traded. Regulation service in four electricity markets, namely the 

PJM, New-England, Great Britain and German markets, are discussed in detail.  

Ref. [30] shows that because of the stochastic call of operating reserves arbitrarily high 

equilibriums for the energy bids are possible in theory. It also concludes that market design 

with independent capacity and energy auctions cannot lead to prices near to the marginal 

costs.  

A model and solution approach to a daily energy and spinning-reserve electricity markets 

clearing system is presented in [31]. This model considers offers for energy supply and 

reserve, bids for demand of energy and re-schedulable bilateral contracts. System security is 

considered with dc model. The model represents the clearing system used by an ISO in 

charge of both the market and system security using an Interior-Point Method (IPM).   

In [32] reliability is explicitly valued in the reserve markets. The generator would get the 

insurance premium in advance from the consumers and they are responsible to secure 

consumers’ power supply.  

Ref. [33] proposes a coding scheme using Genetic Algorithm (GA) for optimal selection 

of standing reserve tenders in the most economical fashion.  

Ref. [34] shows that the power sector characteristic and features are common to all the 

countries in the area of study and that the implementation of free market mechanisms gives 

rise to new problems for the restructuring process.  

Ref. [35] addresses the self-scheduling problem for a price-taker hydro generating 

company. This company is comprised of several cascaded hydro plants along a river basin as 

well as a pumped-storage plant. Due to existence of a suitable zone as a natural reservoir, it is 
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assumed that the hydro generating company has constructed a pumped-storage plant using 

the mentioned natural zone as upper reservoir and one of its hydro dams as lower reservoir. 

The objective of the paper is maximizing the profit of the company through participating in 

the day-ahead energy and ancillary service markets. In order to reach this goal, it is essential 

to have an appropriate approach to self-scheduling for the company. The spinning reserve 

and regulation markets are considered as ancillary services in which the company can 

participate. The self-scheduling problem of the hydro generating company is therefore 

formulated and solved as a mixed integer non-linear programming (MINLP) problem.  

In [36] a probabilistic security constraint unit commitment problem is used to clear 

energy and spinning reserve simultaneously and to determine system spinning reserve 

requirements. Also, the expected load interruption costs of distribution companies are 

incorporated in the objective function. The IEEE reliability test system (IEEE-RTS) is used 

in this model.  

Ref. [37] proposes the design of a spinning reserve service (SRS) market that can act as 

an effective tool to determine spinning reserve schedules in deregulated power systems. This 

method achieves uniform spinning reserve prices within a bid-based market structure 

considering market constraints, transmission constraints and reserve requirements.  

Ref. [38] based on the current electricity market in China analyzes the mechanism of the 

compensation of the reserve service. A compensation model of the service with incentive 

mechanism based on the reserve cost is proposed.  

Ref. [39] formulates the AC OPF problem for the simultaneous dispatch of energy, 

spinning reserve and interruptible load. A new probabilistic reserve criterion based on system 

inherent reliability data is utilized to assess the required system reserve and is implemented 
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in a day-ahead market settlement. Interruptible loads, spinning reserve, system generation 

and demand have been considered in the development of the probabilistic reserve criterion.  

Ref. [40] documents two parallel activities, the development of a market simulation model 

of forward and real time reserve trading, and the results and analysis of some experiments on 

those markets to validate the performance of the proposed model.  

Ref. [41] introduces a computational model for co-optimizing energy and operating 

reserve (OR) products in real-time operation with linear programming (LP). Security-

constrained economic dispatch (SCED) is applied to problem formulation representing 

physical and functional requirements in the multi-interconnected control areas.  

Ref. [42] presents the old Standing reserve services in the UK, and introduces the new 

Short-Term Operating Reserve procurement, and then investigates the necessity of  these 

changes as well as the expected economic benefits of new regulations. 

From the survey above, it is clear that reserves are primarily to provide frequency 

regulation via AGC and spinning reserves, 10-minute reserves and 30-minute reserves to 

overcome contingencies such as loss of a generator due to outage, etc. They are not created to 

overcome uncertainty and intermittency of wind power generation. The next section briefly 

introduces options contract theory from a branch of study called Financial Engineering and is 

subsequently used to develop a secondary intra-day reserve market to provide reserves for 

overcoming uncertainty in wind energy production. 

1.3 Option Pricing Theory 

 In finance, a derivative is a financial instrument (or, more simply, an agreement between 

two parties) that has a value, based on the expected future price movements of the asset 
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which is called the underlying asset such as a share or a currency. There are many kinds of 

derivatives, with the most common being swaps, futures, and options. 

An option is a security that gives to its owner the right to trade underlying asset with a 

certain price at a certain time. The act of making this transaction is referred to as exercising 

the option. An option holder has the right to buy or sell a commodity at a future time for a 

predetermined price (strike price). There are several option trading models available that fall 

under two major categories: (1) a Call (the right to buy) option, and (2) a Put (the right to 

sell) option. Options have been traded for centuries, but they remained obscure financial 

instruments until the introduction of a listed options exchange in 1973. Since then, options’ 

trading has enjoyed an expansion unprecedented in American securities markets [43]. Option 

contracts are considered a powerful financial tool in case of uncertainty.  

A call option, often simply named a "call", is a financial contract between two parties, the 

buyer and the seller of this type of option. The buyer of the call option has the right, but not 

the obligation to buy an agreed quantity of a certain commodity (the underlying) from the 

seller of the option at a certain time (the expiration date) for a certain price (the strike price). 

The seller (or "writer") is obligated to sell the commodity if the buyer decides to exercise the 

right. The buyer pays a fee (called a premium) for this right. The buyer of a call option wants 

the price of the underlying instrument to rise in the future; the seller expects that it will not, 

or is willing to give up some of the upside (profit) from a price rise in return for the premium 

(paid immediately). Call options are most profitable for the buyer when the underlying 

instrument moves up, making the price of the underlying instrument closer to, or above the 

strike price. For the call buyer the risk is limited to the premium. The profit for the buyer can 

be very large, and is limited by how high underlying spot rises. When the price of the 
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underlying instrument is greater than the strike price, the option is said to be "in the money". 

The call writer does not believe the price of the underlying security is likely to rise. The 

writer sells the call to collect the premium. The total loss, for the call writer, can be very 

large, and is limited by how high the underlying price rises. The initial transaction is not the 

supplying of a physical or financial asset (the underlying instrument). Rather it is the 

granting of the right to buy the underlying asset, in exchange for a premium. A put option 

often simply labelled a "put" is a financial contract between two parties, the writer (seller) 

and the buyer of the option. The buyer acquires a long position by purchasing the right to sell 

the underlying instrument to the seller of the option for a certain price (the strike price) 

during a certain period of time. If the option buyer exercises his right, the seller is obligated 

to buy the underlying instrument from him at the agreed-upon strike price, regardless of the 

current market spot price. In exchange for having this option, the buyer pays the seller or 

option writer a premium fee. By providing a guaranteed buyer and price for an underlying 

instrument, put options offer insurance against excessive loss [43].  

1.3.1 Binomial Tree and Option Pricing 

Option pricing of electricity has been a research subject of several researchers.  Since the 

financial markets of electric power systems differ from traditional financial markets in 

certain important aspects, pricing and trading in ‘electricity options’ are challenging. 

Reference [44] considers the pricing of electricity swing options that hedge the electricity 

price risk and also partly the risks in the option owner's load pattern.  Also [45] tries to use 

Black-Scholes formulation for electricity option pricing. Since there are no reliable option 

prices available, the most dependable way to analyze option pricing on electricity contracts is 

to estimate models for the underlying assets and, from these, derive the corresponding option 
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prices [45]. “Given that many of the existing options on electricity contracts are, in fact, 

options on electricity forwards rather than on the actual spot price, this involves modeling 

both electricity spot and forward prices” [45]. In [46] the option price of spinning reserve is 

studied using the Black-Scholes formula. However no published study of Binomial option 

pricing has been found in any existing electricity market. Also the studies mentioned above 

consider the transaction between the demand (consumers) and supply (generators), and none 

of those was related to the transactions between generation companies. Furthermore, it is 

important to note that all existing published options literature deals with energy (commodity) 

and none with ancillary services such as reserves on an intra-day trade timeframe. 

The binomial option pricing model was first proposed by Cox, Ross and Rubinstein in 

[47] and later was further discussed in [43]. Essentially, the model uses a "discrete-time" 

model of the changing price over time of the underlying financial instrument. The Binomial 

options pricing model approach is widely used because it is able to handle a variety of 

situations where other models cannot easily be applied. This is because the model is based on 

an underlying instrument over a period of time rather than a single point in time. As a 

consequence, it is used to value American options that are exercisable at any time in a given 

interval as well as Bermudan options that are exercisable at a specific time. Relatively 

simple, this model is easily implementable by computers. Although computationally slower 

than the Black-Scholes formula, it is more accurate, particularly for longer-dated options on 

securities with dividend payments [48]. In some literature like [49] the concept of trinomial 

tree instead of binomial tree in option pricing was investigated.  However in this part of study 

we focus on the concept of binomial tree alone. Binomial trees are used in general when the 

evolution follows lognormal distribution. Fig. 1.4 shows a typical binomial option tree. S is 
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the initial price of the stock or starting node. Each price node can move either upward or 

downward in the next time step. The upward coefficient is us and the downward coefficient 

is ds. The variable ps is the probability of stock price moving upward. In these equations, rs 

is one plus the interest rate for one step (1+interest rate). The variable σs is volatility of 

financial instrument for a specified period before expiration and T is the number of steps. 

The variable t is the time period between the contract time and the maturity time divided by 

the time period of volatility calculation. In this study we calculate the volatility in such a way 

that t = 1. The tree can be built using [47]: 

 

Ttσs
eus =                                                      (1.1) 

Ttσs
eds

−
=                                           (1.2)    

ps=(rs-ds)/(us-ds)                   (1.3) 

In general, one may write: 

[us, ds, ps] = f(σs)                   (1.4) 

 

The probability of reaching the jth node in the final Tth time step is identified in the 

binomial tree. This value is: . 

The jth node of the Tth time step shows a possible value of the stock to be: Sdsus jTj − . 

Accordingly, the deviation from the future stock price (or strike price) of KS at the jth node in 

the final Tth time step is: . 
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Fig. 1.4  Binomial tree for stock price (T=2 time steps). 
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1.3.2 Call Option 

 When a party wishes to buy, then it would investigate a ‘call option’. A call option, often 

simply labelled a "call", is a financial contract between two parties, the buyer and the seller 

of this type of option. The buyer of the call option has the right, but not the obligation to buy 

an agreed quantity of a certain commodity (the underlying) from the seller of the option at a 

certain time (the expiration date) for a certain price (the strike price). The seller (or "writer") 

is obligated to sell the commodity if the buyer decides to exercise the right to buy. The buyer 

pays a fee (called a premium or options price) for this right. In some cases the premium may 

become zero (premium neutral). The probable value for the call option at the jth node of the 

Tth time step can be calculated using the following equation considering a possible strike 

price of KSc for the call option: 

jTj ps)(1ps
j)!(Tj!

T! −−
−

{ }KScSdsus 0,max jTj −−
 ∀j=0,1,…T                                       (1.5) 

From the above, it is obvious that certain nodes in the final time step (T) have no value. 

Now considering the entire final time step (Tth time step), the total call option value can be 

computed as using (1.5): 
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This value of SC reflects the premium, the buyer is expected to pay at time step zero to 

purchase the ‘call option’ (right to buy the stock) that would expire at the end of time period 

T at the call option strike price of KSc. 
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1.3.3 Put Option 

When a party wishes to sell, it investigates ‘put option’. We may build the same tree for 

put option or simply labelled a “put”. It is obvious that the put option has zero value if stock 

market price at a certain node is more than strike price. 

 A put is a financial contract between two parties. The  buyer    of the put option has the 

right, but not the obligation to sell an agreed quantity of a certain commodity (the 

underlying) to the seller of the option at a certain time (the expiration date) for a certain price 

(the strike price). The probable value for the call option at the jth node of the Tth time step can 

be calculated using the following equation considering a possible put option strike price of 

KSp: 

{ }SdsusKSp 0,maxps)(1ps
j)!(Tj!

T! jTjjTj −− −−
−

 ∀j=0,1,…,T              (1.7) 

From the above, it is obvious that certain nodes in the final time step (Tth time step), have 

no value. Now considering the entire final time step (Tth time step), the total put option value 

can be computed as below using (1.7): 
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(1.8) 

This value SP reflects the premium, the seller is expected to pay at time step zero to purchase 

the ‘put option’ (right to sell the stock) that would expire at the end of time step T where the 

buyer has the right to buy at the put option strike price of KSp. 

In summary, given a stock price ‘S’ and volatility σs, one may create a binomial tree to 

predict changes in the stock price. The attributes of this binomial tree can be computed using 

(1.4). Collating information from the end nodes at the Tth time step, for given strike prices of 
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KSc and KSp for call and put options respectively, one may determine premium values now 

at time zero to be SC and SP respectively. 

1.3.4 Black-Scholes Model and Option Pricing 

 The Black-Scholes model for option pricing was first introduced in [50]. The formulae 

were developed by three economists Fischer Black, Myron Scholes and Robert Merton.  It is 

perhaps globally the most widely used options pricing model. The Black-Scholes model is 

used to calculate the price of European put and call options on a particular stock, ignoring 

any dividends paid during the option's lifetime. The binomial tree model in finance is 

thoroughly discussed in [47], and [43]. The binomial model is a discrete-time model 

evaluating the stock price movements, in each time interval between price movements. The 

Black-Scholes model is a continuous model which can be used when the limiting distribution 

is considered as a lognormal distribution. In fact, if the number of time steps in binomial tree 

model approaches in to infinity, Black and Scholes and binomial models converge in to the 

same results. Binomial tree is very suitable in American options in which it is possible to 

exercise the right ahead of maturity time of option. The value of a call option premium on a 

stock in the Black-Scholes model can be calculated as a function of the following variables at 

hour t [50]: 

( ) ( )d2s.NKs.ed1sλs.NCs r.t−−=                  (1.9) 
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N(x0) is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution at point x0: 
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The value of put option premium can be calculated using: 

treKss  Cs  Ps ⋅−⋅+−= λ                 (1.13) 

Volatility for a stock can be computed as shown below using a set of hourly historical values 

recorded for TH+1 hour. Consider a set of stock price values, the volatility per hour may be 

computed as below: 
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(1.14) 

 In theory the Black-Scholes model is only correct if the short term interest rate, rs is 

constant. In practice the formula is usually used with the interest rate, r being set as equal to 

the risk free interest rate on an investment that lasts for time t [50]. When the stock price 

becomes very large, a call option is almost certain to be exercised and then becomes very 

similar to a forward contract because when λs becomes very large, d1s and d2s become very 

large too and therefore N (d1s) and N (d2s) are both close to one. Also when the stock price 

becomes very large, using the above analysis we can conclude that the put option would be 

zero i.e. the put option has no value. When the stock price becomes very small, d1s and d2s 

become very large negative values. N(d1s) and N(d2s) are both close to zero and call option 

price would be close to zero as well i.e. the call option has no value. 

These financial engineering models of options contracts are used to develop secondary 

intra-day reserve market models to trade in reserves to overcome uncertainty in wind power 

production.  
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1.4 Energy Forecast Error Expectation 

1.4.1 Wind Energy Forecast 

 “Typically, meteorological models are used to produce wind speeds and these are 

converted to wind power output based on several engineering models of turbines. Weather 

models tend to produce overly smooth wind speeds (WWSIS 2008), so additional variability 

must be added in to represent fluctuations at the minute time scale.” [55]. According to Ref. 

[58], a wind power forecast corresponds to an estimate of the expected production of one or 

more wind turbines (referred to as a wind farm) in the near future. By production we mean 

available power for the wind farm under consideration (with units kW or MW depending on 

the wind farm nominal capacity). Forecasts can also be expressed in terms of energy, by 

integrating power production over each time interval. Forecasting of the wind power 

generation may be considered at different time scales, depending on the intended application: 

• From milliseconds up to a few minutes, forecasts can be used for the turbine active 

control. Such types of forecasts are usually referred to as very short-term forecasts. 

• For the following 48–72 hours, forecasts are needed for the power system management 

or energy trading. They may serve for deciding on the use of conventional power plants (Unit 

commitment) and for the optimization of the scheduling of these plants (Economic dispatch). 

Regarding the trading application, bids are usually required during the morning of day d for 

day d+1 from midnight to midnight. These forecasts are called short-term forecasts.  For 

longer time scales (up to 5–7 days ahead), forecasts may be considered for planning the 

maintenance of wind farms, or conventional power plants or transmission lines. For the 

specific case of offshore wind farms maintenance costs may be prohibitive, and thus an 
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optimal planning of maintenance operations is of particular importance. For the last two 

possibilities, the temporal resolution of wind power predictions ranges between 10 minutes 

and a few hours (depending on the forecast length). Lately, most of the efforts for improving 

wind power forecasting solutions have focused on using more and more data as input to the 

models involved, or alternatively on the providing of reliable uncertainty estimates along 

with the traditionally provided predictions[58]. 

1.4.2 Wind Energy Forecast Errors 

 In this thesis, four different models for energy forecast error are investigated. These 

models are the Gaussian, the Cauchy, the Binomial tree and the Black-Scholes mathematical 

models. Predicted near future energy absorbed by a specific wind farm in many researches is 

assumed to have a Gaussian distribution with a constant variance (No heteroskedasticity) i.e. 

it is assumed that the modeling errors are uncorrelated and normally distributed and that the 

variance does not vary with the effects being modeled. Many researches such as [51] to [53] 

made the same assumption for the amount of energy absorbed by a wind farm for a near 

future time span. However newer studies consider different models such as Hyperbolic and 

Cauchy. Early statistical approaches tend to assume that short-term fluctuations are 

distributed according to a Gaussian curve [55]. As an example the following graph in Fig. 1.5 

shows the hourly wind power output and forecast wind power values for one week in the 

ERCOT system [56]. 
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Fig. 1.5  Hourly wind power output and forecast wind power values for one week in the 

ERCOT system [56]. 
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Fig. 1.6  The histogram of the distribution of day-ahead wind power forecasting errors 

for the ERCOT system [56]. 
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Based on the above comparison, the histogram of the distribution of day-ahead wind 

power forecasting errors for the ERCOT system, normalized by the installed wind capacity is 

shown in Fig. 1.6 [56]. 

For the longer periods of forecast such as day ahead the forecast errors best matches with 

a hyperbolic distribution. “The load forecasting errors have larger kurtosis values, though 

kurtosis for wind power forecasting errors are very strongly dependent on the timescale of 

the forecast” [56].  We use Gaussian assumption to build our own model of reserve 

procurement as reported in Chapter 4. Ref. [54] compares several probability distribution 

functions including Gaussian, Weibull, Beta and Cauchy and concludes that Cauchy 

distribution appears to be the most natural fit. “While the Cauchy distribution produces more 

instances close to the mean than the normal distribution, it also has fat tails that indicate large 

deviations at the ends of the distribution, leading to narrow bounds for lower percentage 

confidence intervals and very wide bounds at high percentage confidence intervals”.  

In this dissertation, in addition to Gaussian and Cauchy distribution models, two more 

Energy Forecast Error distribution models, Binomial tree and Black-Scholes are investigated. 

1.5 Objectives of Dissertation and Chapter-wise Summary 

 The aim of this research is to develop an intra-day secondary reserve market model and 

the associated theory. The secondary market is to procure reserve capacity to assist wind 

generators to overcome forecast errors. The reserve capacity is provided by providers such as 

thermal generators, energy storage solutions, etc. Reserve providers output extra generation 

when wind generators fall short of forecast, which is termed as call option and wind 

generators call for reserves from reserve providers. Conversely, reserve providers absorb 
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energy, which might be accomplished by reducing their output in case of thermal generators, 

when wind generators exceed forecast, which is termed as put option and wind generators 

output excess generation. 

In summary, this research proposes a secondary reserve market for intra-day reserve trade 

between wind generators and reserve providers where wind generators purchase reserve from 

reserve providers to cover forecast errors, deficits or excess of wind energy, using Option 

Contract Theory concepts within a Power System optimization framework.  

The intra-day wind power output forecast errors may be modeled using techniques such 

as Binomial Tree, Gaussian, Cauchy, etc. The reserve trade is formulated as options contract 

which may be modeled using Binomial Tree or Black and Scholes techniques. In this 

dissertation, several variants of intra-day secondary reserve market are developed using 

various combinations of wind power output forecast errors and options contract models. The 

following are the objectives of this research: 

1.5.1 Objective 1 

 The first objective of this research (Chapter 2) is to develop an intra-day secondary 

reserve trade model considering one Wind Company and one Reserve provider. The basic 

secondary reserve market model is developed and presented. Options Contracts are built 

using a simple discrete Binomial Tree model. Wind energy forecast is computed using 

Binomial Tree for simplicity. This objective does not consider transmission network or its 

constraints.  
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1.5.2 Objective 2 

 The second objective of this research (Chapter 3) is to develop an intra-day secondary 

reserve trade model considering several Wind Companies and several Reserve providers 

including security constraints to ensure that these models are physically feasible.  

Options contracts in this objective are formulated using the discrete Binomial Tree model.   

In this objective the Cauchy model is used to model wind energy forecast errors. Given that 

numerous wind generators participate in this secondary market, numerous probabilistic 

situations are possible and hence, the market formulation results in a probabilistic 

optimization.Further, the transmission system is considered in this formulation so that 

network limits may be imposed and MVA flow limits may be observed. Relationships 

between network MVA limits and option pricing are examined. 

1.5.3 Objective 3 

 The third objective of this research (Chapter 4) is to develop an intra-day secondary 

reserve trade model considering several Wind Companies and several Reserve providers 

including security constraints to ensure that these models are physically feasible. This step 

uses the Black-Scholes model for modeling options contracts and trade of reserves. Further, a 

Gaussian model for wind energy forecast error is used. A small size power system is assumed 

where all wind turbines have either underproduction or overproduction at the same time. The 

formulation considers the transmission system and its MVA flow limits. 
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1.5.4 Objective 4 

 The fourth objective of this research (Chapter 5) is to develop an intra-day secondary 

reserve trade model considering several Wind Companies and several Reserve providers 

including security constraints to ensure that these models are physically feasible. This step 

uses the Black-Scholes model for formulating options contract model and trade of reserves. 

Further, the Black-Scholes model is also used for wind energy forecast error modeling in a 

small size power system in which we assume that all wind turbines have either 

underproduction or overproduction at the same time. All formulations are coded and tested 

on Ontario wind farm cases to demonstrate efficacy of the proposed methods. Fig. 1.7 shows 

the block diagram connecting various chapters. 

 

Fig. 1.7 Block diagram of the dissertation 

 

Chapter 2: Bilateral contract between one WindCo and   one GenCo without 
network constraints. 
Option model:  Binomial  Forecast error model:  Binomial 
Geographical size:  No limit 

Chapter 5: Secondary market includes several WindCos and several GenCos with 
network constraints. 
Option model:  Black and Scholes Forecast error model:  Black and Scholes 
Geographical size:  Small 

Chapter 4: Secondary market includes several WindCos and several GenCos with 
network constraints. 
Option model:  Black and Scholes Forecast error model:  Gaussian 
Geographical size:  Small 

Chapter 3: Secondary market includes several WindCos and several GenCos with 
network constraints. 
Option model:  Binomial  Forecast error model:  Cauchy 
Geographical size:  No limit 
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1.6 Chapter Summary 

 This chapter introduces techno-economic challenges of wind energy integration into 

power systems arising out of wind power forecast uncertainties. Thereafter various forms of 

reserves are surveyed and their limitations are illustrated. Two widely used Option pricing 

methods – Binomial model and the Black-Scholes model – that are used in this research are 

introduced. Thereafter, models of errors in short-term wind energy forecast using Binomial 

tree, Black-Scholes technique, Cauchy and Gaussian models are surveyed. Finally objectives 

of this dissertation are presented. 
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Chapter 2:  Options Based Reserve Procurement 

Strategy for Wind Generators Using Binomial Trees  

2.1 Introduction 

 Wind is a mature form of renewable energy. Its intermittency poses technical and 

economic challenges. Technical challenges include load balancing, frequency regulation, etc. 

Economic challenges include providing least cost load balancing (reserves) services to these 

intermittent generators. This chapter and the rest of this dissertation consider a future 

electricity market situation wherein wind generators are required to forecast and bid to 

supply energy. The future electricity market treats wind generators similar to conventional 

generators penalizing for underproduction and paying poorly for overproduction. An intra-

day (<24 hours) secondary market is proposed in this chapter where a wind generator and a 

reserve provider can bilaterally trade in reserves. Reserves are traded in the market by 

purchasing options to buy reserves at predetermined strike prices by paying premiums. These 

reserves include call and put options to address underproduction and overproduction. A 

binomial tree approach for estimating possible deviation from the forecast value is used. 

Further, a new optimization formulation is proposed that uses the binomial tree option 

pricing technique to determine optimal values of strike prices and premiums for call and put 

options. 
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Fig. 2.1 Proposed secondary market 
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2.2 Proposed Model 

 The proposed new model is shown in Fig. 2.1. This model intends to introduce a 

secondary market in which wind companies can buy reserve from reserve providers with a 

bilateral contract. The proposed secondary market model easily fits and complements 

commonly used electricity markets. 

2.3 The Options Model 

 The issue of underproduction can be resolved by developing a market scheme that allows 

such facilities to buy the spinning reserve from other energy sources. A similar model for 

overproduction can also be used. Energy is a commodity and can be traded in the market. An 

“option” is a trading concept that is used to reduce the risk associated with buying or selling 

a commodity. The purpose of this research is to find proper financial tools in order to create a 

channel between renewable companies and other sources of reserves to reduce the effect of 

forecast uncertainty. In this direction, consider that the present forecasted value of spot price 

for the Tth hour is ‘m’. Considering volatility in energy price equalling σm, similar to (1.4) 

one may compute the binomial tree values as below using: 

[um, dm, pm] = f(σm)                                                                                                (2.1) 

This binomial tree for the spot price of energy is shown in Fig. 2.2. Let the call option 

strike price for purchase of energy at the Tth hour be Kmc. Using the binomial tree, the 

differences between values at end nodes at the Tth hour and call option strike price Kmc will 

determine the call option premium value. They are determined using (1.6) for call option as 

below: 
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∑∑∑∑
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(2.2) 

 Let the put option strike price for sale of energy at the Tth hour be Kmp. Using the 

binomial tree, the differences between values at end nodes at the Tth hour and put option 

strike price Kmp will determine put option premium value. They are determined using (1.8) 

for put options as below: 

∑∑∑∑
====

−−−−−−−− −−−−−−−−
−−−−

====
T

0j

jTjjTj .m].dmumKmp.max[0,pm).(1.pm
j)!(Tj!

T!
mP             (2.3) 

Because the financial transactions take place only a few hours ahead of real energy 

delivery, the interest rate factor which is an important factor in finance is not considerable 

here and is assumed to be equal to one. The value of Kmc and Kmp are the strike prices for 

call and put options respectively if reserves are used at the Tth hour. The values of mC and 

mP are premiums to be paid by the wind generator to the reserve provider at hour zero to 

obtain the right for call and put options. These values shall be determined through 

optimization process described in the next sections.  

2.4 Binomial Tree Model of Energy Forecast Error 

 Wind Energy output from a wind turbine is forecasted in the near term and such forecasts 

have large errors. In this chapter, we propose the use of binomial trees to model potential 

variation of wind energy output from the forecasted value. This facilitates computing the 

amount of purchases or sales in call or put options respectively. 
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Fig. 2.2 Binomial tree for spot price of energy (T=2 time steps) 

 

                     

Fig. 2.3 Binomial tree for wind energy forecast error (T=2 time steps) 
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Fig. 2.3 shows the evolution of a wind forecast Binomial tree. E is the present forecast of 

wind energy at Tth hour. Here energy is the variable just like stock market prices. The 

volatility is σw and it is used to calculate the upward coefficient uw, the downward 

coefficient dw and the probability of moving upward pw. The relationships among these are 

determined as before: 

[uw, dw, pw] = f(σw)                              (2.4) 

Call options deal with underproduction. Hence it is expected that future values are lower 

than E. Hence we compare the energy values of the nodes in the Tth hour with E.  If the 

future value turns out to be less than E, the expected deficit will be realized as: 

∑
=

−−
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EC                                   (2.5)                                                

Put options deal with overproduction. Hence we expect future values are higher than E. If 

the future value turns out to be higher than E, then, the put option will be realized. In general 

for T number of time steps the expected overproduction is: 

∑
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jTjjTj E]Edwuwmax[0,pw)(1pw
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EP               (2.6)     

2.5 Proposed Formulation 

 The players in the market, wind generator and reserve provider, must determine possible 

shortage or excess of energy in the Tth hour and determine optimal values of strike prices 

Kmc and Kmp and corresponding option prices (mC and mP). These optimal values should 

maximize the profits of wind generator and reserve provider. 
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2.5.1 Objectives 

 This section formulates objectives of the optimization problem. There are two possible 

scenarios, under and overproduction. These are dealt with hereunder to derive terms for the 

objectives.  

2.5.1.1 Underproduction 

 This case will happen when the wind generator produces less than what it has committed 

to sell to the electricity market at the Tth hour, i.e. the committed energy E.  The wind 

generator will potentially buy a call option contract from the reserve provider at a premium 

of mC and elect to use it in the case of actual shortfall at the strike price of kmc. Through this 

contract, both wind generator and reserve provider will gain. The premise of the gain stems 

from the fact that in the case of underproduction,  if the wind generator does not have a 

contract with the reserve provider, it will have to buy the shortfall from the ISO  at a rate 

m.(1+γ). The factor γ represents the additional costs (penalty) incurred by the ISO to arrange 

for this energy delivery at short notice. For a shortfall of EC then this will total to: 

EC.m.(1+γ). On the other hand if the wind generator procures the shortfall directly from a 

reserve provider, it will cost the wind generator: EC.(kmc + mC). Therefore the wind 

generator profits from the avoidable loss equalling: 

GWC=EC.[(1+γ).m−(kmc+mC) -CCC ]                                                                                              (2.7) 

EC is the amount of energy in call option contracts which will be found through optimization 

as will be discussed later and it has a maximum and minimum given in (2.19). CCC is the 

Capacity Cost for Call option and is a function of market price and the amount of capacity to 

be purchased. In other words it is the price for each MWh of reserve capacity and can be 
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formulated as: 

CCC=µ .m.EC                                                                                                                       (2.8) 

The coefficient of µ may change in different times and markets. We choose 

µ=0.01/MWh. It should be mentioned that the strike price, kmc is the price of actual energy 

(if the call option is exercised) and is different from the cost of reserve capacity. 

At the same time, the thermal generators will gain from selling this energy to the wind 

generator as they get to sell EC amount of energy at a call option strike price of kmc and also 

receive a premium of mC instead of selling at the market rate of ‘m’. Assuming that the same 

reserve provider is already scheduled by ISO as priority reserve provider, the profit for 

reserve provider is:  

GTC=EC.(kmc+mC−m)                                                                                                       (2.9)  

A simple sharing formula that is based upon wind energy volatility and volume of energy 

being traded is suggested. By using this sharing formula, we can make sure that neither wind 

company or  thermal company can earn more than A times of the other one’s profit. It can be 

demonstrated as below: 

 

1/A<GWC/GTC<A                            (2.10) 

A=k. σw / |(1- eσw)|                                                                                              (2.11) 

The following attributes were used to define the value of A as below: 

(1) When wind energy volatility is zero, this profit ratio must not be a real number (No 

contract will exist).  

(2) With increasing volatility, the profits should move from wind generator to the reserve 

service provider. 
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2.5.1.2 Overproduction 

      This case will happen when the wind generator produces more than what it has 

committed to sell to the electricity market at the Tth hour; i.e. the committed energy E.  

The wind generator will potentially buy a put option contract from the reserve provider at 

a premium of mP and elect to exercise this contract at the strike price of kmp in the case of 

actual excess production. Through this contract, both wind generator and reserve provider 

will gain. The premise of the gain stems from the fact that in the case of overproduction, if 

the wind generator did not have a contract with the reserve provider, it would have to sell its 

overproduction to the ISO (independent system operator) at a rate m.(1-γ). The factor γ 

represents the additional costs incurred by the ISO to arrange for this energy absorption at 

short notice. For an excess of EP then this would  amount to: EP.m. (1-γ). On the other hand 

if the wind generator sells the overproduction directly to a reserve provider, it will be paid 

this amount: EP.(kmp - mP). Therefore the wind generator profits from the avoidable loss 

equalling 

GWP=EP.[(kmp-mP)−(1−γ).m-CCP]                                                                                 (2.12) 

      EP is the amount of energy in put option contract which will be found through 

optimization as will be discussed later.  CCP is the Capacity Cost for Put option and is a 

function of market price and the amount of capacity. In other words it is the price for each 

MWh of negative reserve capacity and can be formulated as: 

CCP=µ .m.EP                                                                                                                       (2.13) 

The coefficient of µ =0.01/MWh may change in different times and markets. It should be 

mentioned that the strike price, kmp is the price of actual energy (if the put option exercised) 

and is different from the cost of negative reserve capacity. 
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      At the same time, the reserve provider will gain from buying this energy from the wind 

generator as they get to sell EP amount of energy at a put option strike price of kmp and also 

receive a premium of mP instead of selling at the market rate of ‘m’. The profit for the 

reserve provider will be:  

GTP=EP.( m + mP − kmp)                                      (2.14) 

Just as in (2.11), a simple sharing formula is suggested that is based upon volatility and 

volume of energy: 

1/A<GWP/GTP<A                            (2.15) 

A=k.σw / |(1- eσw)|                                                                                              (2.16) 

The objective of this proposed formulation is to maximize the avoidable costs for the 

wind generator both for call and put options caused by underproduction and overproduction 

scenarios respectively. Therefore maximum additional profits from avoided costs are: 

Max: GWC + GWP                                                                                                            
(2.17)
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This constraint limits the amount of purchased energy for underproduction: 

0<EC< EC                   (2.19) 
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(2.20)                           

This constraint limits the amount of sold energy for overproduction: 

0<EP< EP                              (2.21) 
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Reserve Provider Profits:  

GTC=EC . (kmc + mC − m)                           (2.22)  

GTP=EP . ( m + mP − kmp)                           (2.23)  

Profit sharing Constraints: 

1/A<GWC/GTC <A                            (2.24) 

1/A<GWP/GTP <A                                                             (2.25) 

In which: 

A=k. σw / |(1- eσw)|                                                                                              (2.26) 

Call and Put Option Premium Costs: 

∑
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(2.28) 

By maximizing (2.17) subject to (2.18) to (2.28) we can reach the optimal values of energy 

and prices. 

2.6 Results and Analysis 

2.6.1 Simple Case 

 The proposed method is programmed to optimally price and procure reserves considering 

arbitrary wind energy volatility values from 0.6 to 1.0  in steps of 0.1 and market volatility 

values from 0.1 to 0.3 in steps of 0.05 and k=5. Table 2.1 provides details of data used in this 

problem. 
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Table 2.1  Data for example 1 
 

Constant Quantity  Constant Quantity 

m $60 / MWh  E 100 MWh 

σm 0.1 to 0.3  γ 0.5 

σw 0.6 to 1.0  T 4 hours 
 

On optimizing by solving the proposed formulation presented in (2.17)-(2.28), the 

solution provides optimal values of strike prices, amount of energy to be purchased or sold 

and premiums for call and put options for a given wind energy volatility (σw) and market 

price volatility(σm). Fig. 2.4 and 2.5 provide details of variations in the call and put strike 

prices respectively with changing wind and market volatility. As the volatility increases, 

larger uncertainty results in corresponding larger possible deviation from forecasted wind 

power output. It is clearly seen that as the volatility (uncertainty) increases, the call strike 

prices become more favourable to the reserve provider for smaller market volatility values 

(Fig. 2.4).  Similarly, a larger volatility and larger volume of uncertain energy results in 

lower put strike prices for smaller market volatility values (Fig. 2.5). The formulation of 

(2.17) – (2.28) when solved maximizes the sum of avoidable costs for wind generator for 

both cases: when there is (1) underproduction (call option) and (2) overproduction (put 

option) for a given wind/market volatility. The graph in Fig. 2.6 depicts these optimal values 

for various wind and market volatility values. The descending shape of avoidable costs for 

smaller market volatility values is due to the fact that larger wind volatility results in larger 

reserve capacity cost payable to the thermal unit. Fig. 2.7 and 2.8 depict the variation of 

premiums in this example. 
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Fig. 2.4  Wind and market volatility versus call strike prices 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.5  Wind and market volatility versus put option strike prices 
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Fig. 2.6  Optimal values of avoidable costs of wind generator for various wind and 
market volatility values 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2.7  Optimal values of call option premiums 
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Fig. 2.8  Optimal values of put option premiums 
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2.6.2 Ontario Wind Farm Example 

 In this example, actual wind energy produced by Port Alma wind farm in Ontario, 

Canada is used for analysis [57]. It is assumed that 5 separate call and put contracts are 

needed for 5 consecutive dates of March 1, 2012 to March 5, 2012. All contracts are needed 

for each day at 13:00 hours and must be made 4 hours ahead at 9:00 hours. Fig. 2.9 shows 

recorded data of wind energy injected to the grid for 12 hours prior to the contract time (9:00 

hours). Fig. 2.10 shows recorded nodal prices of energy at Port Alma for 12 hours prior to the 

contract time (9:00 hours).  

The above 12 hours data is used to calculate both energy and market historical volatility 

values for each contract. Historical volatility is a statistical calculation that tells option 

traders how rapid price movements have been over a given period. The most common 

method of calculating historical volatility is called the Standard Deviation. Standard 

Deviation measures the dispersion of a set of data points from its average. The more disperse 

(spread out) the data is, the higher the deviation. This deviation is referred as historical 

volatility. The historical data in this Chapter is assumed to have a log-normal distribution. 

For example if market price at 1:00 hours is 19.86 $/MWh and at 2:00 hours is 20.82 

$/MWh, the logarithmic change is ln(20.82/19.86)=0.047. After calculating logarithmic 

change at each hour, it is possible to calculate the historical volatility. In general if N+1 is the 

number of points in the historical data and Sn is stock price at end of nth interval and T is 

number of time steps from contract to maturity, we can define SA: 
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Fig. 2.9  Recorded data of wind energy injected to the grid at Port Alma for 12 hours 
prior to the contract time (9:00 hours) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 2.10  Recorded data of market nodal prices at Port Alma for 12 hours prior to 

the contract time (9:00 hours) 
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 And calculate stock price volatility as below:  

         

∑
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−
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S
ln.

1N

T
  σS                  (2.30) 

 

  In this example, T=4 and N=12. The same concept is used to calculate wind energy 

forecast error historical volatility. The calculated price and energy volatility values are shown 

in Table 2.3. The forecasted values (prepared by forecasting organizations) and the actual 

values (what really happened at that time) of wind energy and market price for 13:00 hours 

for each day is shown in Table 2.4. On optimizing by solving the proposed formulation 

presented in (2.17)-(2.28), the solution provides optimal values of strike prices, amount of 

energy to be purchased or sold and premiums for call and put options for each day (Mar 1 to 

Mar 5, 2012) at 13:00 hours. The penalty and discount factor is assumed to be similar to 

Example 1. Fig. 2.11 shows the optimal call and put option strike prices for each day and Fig. 

2.12 shows the forecasted profit of the wind generator and the reserve service provider for 

each day at 13:00 hours.  Fig. 2.13 shows the actual revenue of wind generator with and 

without contract using the actual wind energy amounts and market prices that occurred at 

13:00 hours of each day (Table 2.4). It is obvious that on March 1st and 2nd at 13:00 hours, 

wind generator over produced and on March 3rd to 5th at 13:00 hours, wind generator under 

produced. In order to calculate the actual revenue of wind generator, we must compare the 

total energy available and the total energy contracted for each day at 13:00 hours. Taking mA 

as the actual value of market price at 13:00 hours and EA as the actual value of wind energy 

available at 13:00 hours, two cases each might exist for under and over production scenarios. 

These cases are outlined in Table 2.2. 
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Table 2.2  Revenue of Wind Generator in different scenarios 
 

Underproduction Revenue (EA < E) 

No contract 

Revenue = mA. EA − (1+γ).mA.(E − EA)  

With Contract 

Case 1: EA+EC<E 

Revenue = mA.(EA+EC) − (Kmc+mC+CCC).EC − (1+γ).mA.(E − EA−EC) 

Case 2: EA+EC>E  

Revenue = mA.E − (Kmc+mC+CCC).EC− (1−γ).mA.(E − EA−EC) 

Overproduction Revenue  (EA > E) 

No Contract  

Revenue = mA. E − (1−γ).mA.(E−EA)  

With Contract  

Case 1: EA−EP >E : 

Revenue = mA.E + (Kmp−mP−CCP).EP − (1−γ).mA.(E−EA+EP) 

Case 2: EA−EP <E : 

Revenue = mA.(EΑ−EP) + (Kmp−mP−CCP).EP − (1+γ).mA.(E−EA+EP) 
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Table 2.3  Port Alma energy and price volatility values 
 

Date:  

at 13:00 hours 

01 Mar 

2012 

02 Mar 

2012 

03 Mar 

2012 

04 Mar 

2012 

05 Mar 

2012 

Volatility of wind energy 

forecast error (σE) 
2.682 1.019 0.441 0.446 1.071 

Volatility of reserve price 

(σm) 
0.125 0.099 0.282 0.233 0.267 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 2.11  Daily Variation of strike prices and market price at 13:00 hours during 
March 1, 2012 to March 5, 2012 
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Fig. 2.12  Daily Variation of Call and put option forecasted profits of both entities at 
13:00 hours during March 1, 2012 to March 5, 2012

Fig. 2.13  Actual revenues for wind generator with and without option contra
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Daily Variation of Call and put option forecasted profits of both entities at 
13:00 hours during March 1, 2012 to March 5, 2012 

 
 
 

 
Actual revenues for wind generator with and without option contra
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Table 2.4  Port Alma actual and forecasted data 
 

Date: # March 2012 

at 13:00 hours 

01 Mar 

2012 

02 Mar 

2012 

03 Mar  

2012 

04 Mar  

2012 

05 Mar  

2012 

Actual Energy 

EA (MWh) 
63 96 98 16 32 

Actual Price 

mA (S/MWh) 
21.65 19.38 58.12 20.62 20.8 

Forecasted Energy 

E (MWh) 
35 70 102 20 39 

Forecasted Price 

m (S/MWh) 
21.19 19.69 18.33 20.13 22.58 

Optimally Procured Call option Reserve 

EC (MWh) 
25 25 16.75 3.32 14.95 

Optimally Procured Put option Reserve 

EP (MWh) 
25 25 16.75 3.32 14.95 

Case # 

 (Refer to Table 2.2) 

1 

Over 

Prod. 

1 

Over 

Prod. 

2 

Under 

Prod. 

1 

Under 

Prod. 

2 

Under 

Prod. 

Difference in Revenue with and without 

contract 

$59.9 $95.1 $560.8 $109.8 $24.9 
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As shown in Table 2.4, on March 1st and 2nd there was overproduction with the condition of 

case 1 of Table 2.2. On March 3rd and 5th there was underproduction with the condition of 

Case 2 of Table 2.2 and on March 4th there was underproduction with the condition of Case 1 

of Table 2.2. The results show that in the five-day period of study and only for 13:00 hours of 

each day, the wind generator can save the total amount of $850.5 by using the proposed 

method. It must be noted that if the wind company decides to go with both call and put 

contracts for each hour, an extra premium cost per hour and an extra capacity cost per hour 

must be deducted from its total revenue. 

 

2.7 Chapter Summary 

 This chapter is targeted to address challenges faced by wind generators due to their 

production uncertainties in a future electricity market that is devoid of market subsidies to 

wind energy and develop an appropriate mitigation strategy. Towards this end, an intra-day 

secondary market for procuring reserves by intermittent renewable generators to overcome 

forecast uncertainties and market participation commitment deviations is proposed. 

Electricity market spot prices and wind energy output forecasts are propagated through 

binomial trees characterized by volatility to determine possible deviations in committed 

energy to the market. Call options are used to procure energy from the reserve provider in 

cases of underproduction by wind generator. In the event of overproduction by the wind 

generator, put options are used to sell excess production to the reserve provider. In both cases 

of call (underproduction) and put (overproduction) options, both the wind generator and the 

reserve provider benefit by getting a better economic return than that offered by the ISO that 

applies a penalty for the wind generator and market rate for the reserve provider. Option 
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pricing strategies are used to relate volatility in energy prices to call and put option strike 

prices and associated premium costs. These relationships are used to formulate an 

optimization problem that optimizes strike prices, premium costs and amount of reserve to be 

purchased or sold for call and put options such that profits of the wind generator and the 

reserve service provider are maximized. Two illustrative examples demonstrate the benefit of 

creation of this intra-day secondary market. The results demonstrate how the wind 

generator’s eroded profits in the face of increasing forecast uncertainties can be restored by 

taking optimal mitigating actions – procuring reserve options through the proposed 

secondary market. 
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Chapter 3: Network Constrained Model for Options 

Based Reserve Procurement by Wind Generators 

Using Binomial Tree  

 
3.1 Introduction 

 
 In the last chapter (Chapter 2) we introduced a secondary options market to mitigate this 

uncertainty effect of wind energy production. In that chapter we estimated the wind energy 

forecast error by using the Binomial tree model for simplicity. However, that model only 

considers one wind company going through a bilateral contract with only one reserve 

provider as a simplified experiment to prove the concept of a secondary option market. A 

comprehensive secondary market with multiple players was missing in that simple model.  

A secondary electricity market, with no subsidies, is assumed in this Chapter where multiple 

wind generators and reserve providers will participate in. Further, the Cauchy-Lorentz model 

is used for wind energy forecast error estimation instead of the Binomial tree model. In 

addition, security limits of transmission lines are included in the formulation. Finally, as we 

do not consider any geographical size limitation, we need to calculate various probabilistic 

scenarios of underproduction and overproduction for each wind farm and aggregate the 

results at the end. The market equilibrium amongst participants will be reached with our 

proposed optimization and the lambda (LaGrange) multiplier associated with power balance 

equation at each bus determines the optimal values of both premiums and strike prices.  
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3.2 Proposed Secondary Market Model 

In this chapter, the proposed secondary model shown in Fig. 2.1 intends to introduce a 

secondary market in which several wind companies can buy reserve from several reserve 

providers with consideration of the transmission system security constraints. The proposed 

model considering various forecast error scenarios results in a Monte Carlo probabilistic 

optimization model. The Binomial Tree model is used to create Options contract for reserves 

and the wind energy forecast error model used in this chapter is Cauchy-Lorentz. 

 

3.3 Options Model for Prices 

     When wind generators under produce, they have to procure their energy deficits through 

an active options based market. In the case of overproduction wind generators need an active 

options based market to sell their energy surplus at the best prices which must be higher than 

the ISO’s discounted prices.  The purpose of this section is to form this active network-

constrained options market with multiple participants to mitigate the forecast errors. By 

assuming that the forecasted value of energy price at a certain bus i for the Tth hour is ‘λm’ 

and volatility of energy price is σm; using the binomial tree option pricing scheme explained 

before using (1.4) we can write: 

m)fudp( = pm] dm, [um, σ                                                                             (3.1) 

Also we can calculate the premiums for call and put options using binomial tree option 

pricing scheme: 
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 T)(j,fpm −−⋅

−
=                                      (3.4) 

     The variables ikmc  and ikmp  are call and put option strike prices respectively for reserve 

at the ith bus. The variables ium , idm  and ipm  are increasing (up) coefficient, decreasing 

(down) coefficient and probability of increasing (up), respectively, in a binomial tree time 

step for energy price at ith bus, refer Fig. 2.2. The variable λmi is the energy market price at 

ith bus. The option buyers here are always wind generators and the option sellers are always 

reserve providers. Optimal values for option quantities and prices must be found using an 

optimization model which is presented in the next section.  

 

3.4 Cauchy-Lorentz distribution model Wind Energy Forecast Error 

  In this Chapter we adopt the Cauchy distribution model in order to calculate the wind 

energy forecast errors. Fig. 3.1 is an Illustration of the fitted probability distributions on the 

x-interval [0,1] for a specific Wind plant using hour average data for the winter time period. 

Blue is the beta distribution with shape parameters α = 25.2414 and β = 25.2692. The 

Weibull distribution is shown in green with k = 7.1940 and λ = 0.5285. The Cauchy 

distribution is in red with xo = 0.4996 and γ = 0.0215 [54]. It is obvious in this Fig. 3.2 that 

the Cauchy distribution is the best fit to histogram compared to other distribution models.  
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Ref. [54] also indicates that the Cauchy distribution fit was better than beta and the Weibull 

distribution in 89% and 95% of the 55 cases, respectively.  

Let us assume that the forecasted energy of the wind farm at a certain time in near future 

(4 to 5 hours from now for one hour period) is
wEF . If after 5 hours the extracted wind 

energy by this wind farm is less than the forecasted value ( wEF ), the wind farm will face a 

situation of underproduction and if the extracted power is more than wEF , it will face another 

situation of overproduction. Now let us assume that the random variable EFw represents the 

amount of extracted energy for the chosen future hour.  

      For a value of EFw between 
mw,EF  and mw,EF   in the mth segment the probability of 

underproduction can be determined as below: 

∫
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                                                                                   (3.5)    

For a value of x between 
mw,EF  and mw,EF  , the amount of underproduction is ( wEF − 

wEF ) in the mth segment, we can calculate the expected under produced energy by using the 

following equation: 
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              (3.6)    

 

In the above equation, γ defines the Cauchy distribution.  Similarly for any value of wEF  

more than wEF  the amount of overproduction is ( wEF - wEF ). Considering the symmetry of 
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the Cauchy distribution around wEF , we can calculate the expected over produced energy by 

using the following equation for mth segments under and overproduction around the mean 

value: 

mw,mw, EUEO =                      (3.7)   

      The corresponding probability of overproduction for the mth segment is computed 

similarly to be: 

pow,m = puw,m                    (3.8) 

      In larger power systems we can face more complicated situations in which some of our 

wind plants may have underproduction and some may have overproduction simultaneously in 

the future. In order to evaluate such a complicated situation we can divide each wind plant’s 

PDF  into several small narrow segments and do the integration separately for each segment 

and create all possible scenarios by combining these segments and their corresponding 

probabilities. Here it is assumed that wind plants are independent and no joint probability 

exists. 

3.5 Probabilistic Model and Optimization 

Fig. 3.2 shows the Cauchy Probability Distribution Function of several wind plants each 

divided by m segments. Assuming that we have total of n number of wind plants we can 

create mn scenarios for each hour for which we contract. For each scenario we calculate a 

specific probability and we run the optimization model which will be explained later. It is 

obvious that for call option only half left segments and for put option only half right 

segments of the Probability Distribution Function are considered. Finally by using all of the 

results and their corresponding probability we can calculate all the expected prices.       
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Fig. 3.1  Illustration of the fitted probability distributions on the x-interval [0,1] for 

wind plant #8 of ERCOT using hour average data for the winter time period. Blue is 

the beta distribution with shape parameters α = 25.2414 and β = 25.2692. The Weibull 

distribution is shown in green with k = 7.1940 and λ = 0.5285. The Cauchy distribution 

is in red with xo = 0.4996 and γ = 0.0215 [54]. 
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Fig. 3.2 Illustration of the probable scenarios of under/over production at each wind 

connected bus 
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3.6 Problem Formulation and Objectives 

In this section, the overall formulation of the proposed model is discussed. The proposed 

options market participants, wind generators and reserve providers, must calculate the 

expected shortage or excess of energy in the Tth hour and determine optimal strike and option 

prices at each bus in the system. These optimal values should maximize the participants’ 

welfare for the market. This section formulates the objective function and constraints of the 

optimization problem for under and over production.  

3.6.1 Underproduction objective and constraints 

     Let us assume that wth wind plant under produces at the Tth hour considering the mth 

probable segment. In this case, should the wind plant take no action, the ISO shall procure 

this energy deficit and charge the wind generator for additional costs. In this model, γo 

represents a factor corresponding to additional fee (penalties) on top of the market price 

required by the ISO for arranging these energy deliveries at short notice. Hence, potential 

loss for wth wind generator located at bus i would be, in the event of production shortfall and 

inaction: 

imw, mo).(1EU λγ ⋅+  

      Instead of taking no action, these wind generators could make use of the amount of 

reserve they already contracted for in the options market. It is assumed that they have already 

paid call option premiums to one or more reserve providers located at different buses.  For 

this option market to be financially viable, wind generators and reserve providers must earn 

more revenue than in the same situation without this option market. By using the proposed 
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option market, the total avoidable loss for wind companies for call options is equal to the 

difference in compensating underproduction from the ISO and the options market (assuming 

no line restriction), respectively considering that wth wind generator at the ith bus is in the 

mwth segment: 
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Assuming that the same reserve providers would have been called by ISO with the same 

market price, the total extra profit for all reserve providers including capacity costs for call 

options is the difference between selling reserves to the options market and ISO:  
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ECk is the amount of energy sold by kth reserve provider in call option contract and EUw 

is the purchased energy by wth wind generator which will be found through optimization. 

TAWC and TERC are two indicators and must not be confused with objective function. The 

objective function in call option is to maximize social welfare (amongst the option market 

participants), using market equilibrium concept to determine optimal values of volume of 

trade (EUw and ECk) and prices for each scenario discussed in Fig. 3.3, which is the 

difference between offers from buyers and offers from sellers. The overall social welfare for 

the proposed network constrained intra-day secondary reserve market for call option can be 

aggregated by considering all possible scenarios: 
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(3.11) 

The factor C
kγr  (in the range of 0 to 1) represents the factor of marginal price that the kth 

reserve provider wants to sell (including capacity cost) and the factor C
wγw  (in the range of 0 

to 1) represents the factor of marginal price that the wth wind generator wants to buy.   

Constraints on energy in the call option for buyers and sellers: 

mww,mww, EUEU0 ≤≤                                                                        (3.12) 

kk ECEC0 ≤≤                                                                                                                    (3.13) 

 Power Balance Equations at bus i ( ): 

)δδcos( θYVVPD
hour 1

EU

hour 1

EC
PG(V,P ijijijj

NB

1j

ii

imww,ik
ii −+=−−+= ∑

=

∈∈δ)                      (3.14)  

Reactive Power Balance Equations at bus i ( ): 

)δδsin(θYVVQDQG(V,Q ijijijj

NB

1j

iiii −+−=−= ∑
=

δ)                                                           (3.15) 

Maximum and Minimum Reactive Power at bus i = all buses:  

iii QGQGQG ≤≤                                                                                    (3.16)  

Above power balance equations (3.14)-(3.15) include deviations in power injected into 

connected buses by wind generators and reserve providers. PGi at generators buses are fixed. 

Reactive power output from generators is assumed to be variable. 

Line constraints l = 1 to all lines and transformers:  

lll δ) S(V,SS ≤≤−                                                                                       (3.17)  

{ }NB ..., 2, 1,i∈

{ }NB ..., 2, 1,i∈
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Voltage magnitude constraints at ith  bus: 

(max)VV(min)V iii ≤≤                                                                                           (3.18) 

3.6.2 Locational marginal prices for underproduction 

 The value of the Lagrangian multiplier associated with the real power balance equation 

(3.14) at each bus must be equal to the total amount of money payable at that bus. 

ii

OC

i omckmcλm +=
                                                                        

(3.19) 

Where call option strike price ( ikmc ) and call options premium ( iomc ) are related using the 

following equation: 
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iii kmcmdmum0,maxT)(j,fpmomc λ             (3.20) 

Thus by optimizing each scenario of (3.11) subject to (3.12) – (3.20), the aggregation of 

optimal solutions of all scenarios will determine the bus-wise call option strike prices (
i

kmc ), 

premiums (
i

omc ), and optimal quantity of energy to be purchased ( wEU ) and sold ( ). 

3.6.3 Overproduction objective and constraints 

 Let us assume that wth wind plant has overproduction at the Tth hour considering mwth 

segment of the probabilistic distribution (refer to Fig. 3.2). In the absence of any action from 

wind generators to curb this excess power, the ISO has to instruct other generators to reduce 

their output. Accordingly, this action has a financial cost that is used as a disincentive. In 

case of oversupply, the wth wind generator located at bus i is paid at a discounted rate from 

the market price for the excess energy as 
iw γ0).λm.(1EO −−−−

 

where the factor γo is the penalty 

factor as defined earlier. Instead of taking no action, these wind generators could make use of 

the amount of negative reserve they already contracted in the options market. It is assumed 

kEC
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that it has already paid put option premiums to one or more reserve providers located at 

different buses. For a financially viable option market, wind generators and reserve providers 

must earn more revenue than in the same situation without the proposed option market. By 

using the proposed option market, the total avoidable loss for wind generators for put option 

is equal to the difference between selling to the options market and the ISO respectively 

considering that wth wind generator at the ith bus is in the mwth segment: 
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 Assuming that wth wind generator operates in mwth probabilistic segment, the total extra 

profit including capacity costs for all reserve providers for put option is the difference 

between selling energy to the ISO at market rate and buying it at a discounted rate in the 

options market:  
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 EPk is the amount of energy purchased by kth reserve provider in put option contract and 

EOw is the energy sold by the wth wind generator in put option contract, and these values will 

be found through optimization. TAWP and TERP are two indicators and must not be 

confused with objective function. The objective function of put option for each scenario 

discussed in Fig. 3.2 is the difference between (1) offers from reserve providers to buy 

overproduction and (2) offers from wind generators to sell overproduction (using market 
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equilibrium concept).  Overall social welfare can be aggregated by considering all possible 

scenarios:  
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     The factor P
kγr  (in the range 0 to 1) represents the discount factor of marginal price that 

the kth reserve provider wants to buy and the factor P
wγw  (0 to 1) represents the discount 

factor of marginal price that the wth wind generator wants to sell. 

Subject to constraints: 

Constraints on energy in the put option for buyers and sellers: 

mww,mww, EOEO0 ≤≤                                        (3.24)  

kk EPEP0 ≤≤                              (3.25) 

Power Balance Equations at bus i ( ): 
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Reactive Power Balance Equations at bus i ( ): 

)sin(QDQG(V,Q
1

iii ijijijj

NB

j

i YVVδ) δδθ −+−=−= ∑
=

                                               (3.27)  

 Maximum and Minimum Reactive Power at bus i = 1 to all buses:                                                     

iii QGQGQG ≤≤                                                                         (3.28)                         

The above power balance equations (3.26)-(3.27) include deviations in power injected 

into connected buses by wind generators and reserve providers. PGi at generators buses are 

fixed. Reactive power output from generators is assumed to be variable. 

{ }NB ..., 2, 1,i∈

{ }NB ..., 2, 1,i∈
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Line constraints l = 1 to all lines and transformers:  

lll S(V,SS ≤≤≤≤≤≤≤≤−−−− δ)                                                                                       (3.29)  

Voltage magnitude constraints at each ith bus: 

(max)VV(min)V iii ≤≤                                                                                                        (3.30)  

3.6.4 Locational marginal prices for overproduction                                                                                               

  The value of the Lagrangian multiplier associated with the real power balance equation 

(3.26) at each bus must be equal to the total amount of money receivable at that bus.

ii

OP

i ompkmpλm −=
                                                 

(3.31) 

In which ikmc  and iomc  are related using the following equation: 
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iiii mdmumkmp0,maxT)(j,fpmomp λ                                           (3.32)                         

 Thus, by maximizing each scenario of (3.23) subject to (3.24) – (3.32), the aggregation of 

optimal solutions of all scenarios will give the bus-wise put option strike prices ( ikmp ), 

premiums ( iomp ), and optimal energy to be sold ( wEO ) and purchased ( kEP ). 

3.7 Algorithm 

 Fig. 3.3 shows the proposed model’s algorithm. As mentioned before, grid data is essential 

in order to evaluate the network feasibility of each transaction. In addition to grid data, all 

quoted prices and ISO estimated prices and forecasted wind energies are collected at the 

beginning of the optimization process. 
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Fig. 3.3  Proposed model’s flow chart 

 

  

Initial data collection:  

λmi, σm, EFw, γ ,
P

k

C

k

P

w

C

w λr,γr,γW,γW  and grid data 

 

Estimate maximum of under/over production ,EUw wEO using 

Cauchy-Lorentz model in several possible scenarios of under/over 
production at each wind bus 

Formulate and solve the call-option optimization for each 
scenario of (3.11) and considering (3.12)-(3.18) constraints.  

Formulate and solve the put-option optimization for each 
scenario of (3.23) and considering (3.24)-(3.30) constraints.  

 

END 

Calculate Strike prices and Option prices at each bus using (3.19)-(3.20) and 
(3.31) - (3.32) for each scenario and calculate total expected values by aggregating 

all scenarios and their probabilities  
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3.8 Results and Analysis 

3.8.1 5-bus test system  

 The 5-bus test system is shown in Fig. 3.4. We assume that two wind farms W1 and W2 

are connected to buses 4 and 5 respectively. We also assume that two reserve providers G1 

and G2 located at buses 2 and 3 respectively participate in the option contracts market. The 

problem is to settle intra-day secondary market for reserve trade four (4) hours from now. 

The committed energy supply by each wind farm is 150 MWh at the contract time, 4 hours 

from now. The maximum capacity of reserve for G1 and G2 are 20 and 40 MWh 

respectively. The ratio of γ / EFw in Cauchy distribution at each wind bus is varied from 2 to 

10 percent (at the same time  and kept identical for all wind plants) for this study. The market 

price volatility ( σm) is assumed to be 0.2. The market prices for all buses are estimated by the  

ISO and projected to be 43, 45.1, 43.7, 45.8 and 45 $/MWh ( ) for buses 1 to 5 

respectively.  

For underproduction, prices quoted (the minimum price of selling) by reserve providers (G1 

and G2) are taken as 10% and 20% ( C
kγr ) higher than their corresponding nodal market 

prices respectively. The purchase price offers (maximum prices of buying) by wind farms 

(W1 and W2) are assumed to be 40% and 30% ( ) higher than their corresponding nodal 

market prices respectively.  

For overproduction, the prices quoted (the maximum prices of buying) by reserve providers 

(G1 and G2) are taken as 20% and 5% ( P
kγr ) lower than their corresponding nodal market 

prices respectively. The purchase price offers (minimum prices of selling) by wind farms 

(W1 and W2) are assumed to be 40% and 30% ( P
wγw ) lower than their corresponding nodal 

i
mλ

C
wγw
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market prices respectively.  

 As mentioned, this nodal price data would have been determined through day-ahead 

dispatch in a real market.  We assume that the penalty factor imposed by the ISO for under or 

over production is equal to γo = 0.5. The loads connected to buses 4 and 5 are 200 + j 20 

MVA each and the reactive power of each generator is between ±200 MVar. Line impedance 

values are shown in Table 3.1. Table 3.2 presents results from solving the proposed 

formulation using this data for varying values of γ / EFw. For this analysis, line 2-4 flow limit 

is restricted to 250 MVA ( 4-2 S ).   

 In this example it is assumed that each wind plant’s PDF is divided into 6 segments and 

for each γ / EFw we need to run 36 different optimizations in order to aggregate the final 

expected values. Fig. 3.5 shows strike prices across the system at all buses for varying values 

of γ / EFw in Cauchy distribution. Each strike price with a certain γ / EFw and at a certain bus 

is calculated by aggregation of 36 different prices and their probabilities.  Fig. 3.6 shows 

aggregated option prices. Increase in γ increases uncertainty in power output of wind 

generators. This increases demand for energy through call options, leading to higher prices. 

Fig. 3.7 shows Variation of contracted energy for reserve providers and TAWC, TERC with 

respect to varying values of γ / EFw in Cauchy distribution. The MVA limit of line 2 − 4 (

4-2 S ) is studied for 4 different cases (15, 20, 25 and 30 MVA). Fig. 3.8 shows Variation of 

contracted energy for reserve providers and strike and option prices at bus-4 with respect to 

security constraint. It is clear that tight security constraint restricts wind farms to buy more 

from G2 instead of G1 and that increases the prices. If there are line flow limits, they will 

become restrictive in allowing reserve trade. Clearly, sensitivity of prices to wind forecast 

error and security constraints is demonstrated through this analysis. 
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                                              Fig. 3.4   5 –Bus test system 

 

 

 

Table 3.1   5-Bus test system line data 

 From Bus 

Number 

To Bus 

Number 

Resistance 

(p.u.) 

Inductance 

(p.u.)  

Line 1 4 0.1 0.218 

Line 4 2 0.1 0.270 

Line 1 5 0.1 0.207 

Line 5 3 0.1 0.240 

Line 1 3 0.1 0.250 
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Table 3.2  Results of Study on 5-bus System by aggregation of 36 scenarios for each 

Cauchy distribution ratio 

Cauchy 

Distribution 

Ratio 

γ / EFw 

% 

Avoided Costs 

for Wind 

Generator 

TAWC 

+ 

TAWP 

$ 

Additional 

Profits for 

Reserve 

Providers 

TERC 

+ 

TERP 

$ 

Wind Gen 

Expected 

Revenues 

without 

Contract 

for both 

under/over 

production 

$ 

Wind Gen 

Extra 

Revenues 

with Contract 

for both 

under/over 

production 

$ 

Wind Gen 

Extra 

Revenues 

with Contract 

for both 

under/over 

production 

% 

2 103.15 18.60 13,564 13,616 0.38 

4 160.62 24.49 13,528 13,609 0.60 

6 203.87 41.88 13,498 13,600 0.76 

8 243.59 55.24 13,469 13,591 0.91 

10 280.73 71.20 13,439 13,579 1.04 

 

 

Fig. 3.5  Aggregated strike prices for call option at all buses for increasing γ / EFw   
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Fig. 3.6  Aggregated option (premium) prices for call option at all buses for increasing γ 

/ EFw  in Example 1. Each option price with a certain γ / EFw and at a certain bus is 

calculated by aggregation of 36 different prices and their probabilities.   

 

Fig. 3.7  Variation of aggregated contracted energy for reserve providers and 

aggregated TAWC, TERC with respect to γ / EFw   
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Fig. 3.8  Variation of aggregated contracted energy for reserve providers and 

aggregated call strike and premium prices at bus-4 with respect to security constraint (γ 

/ EFw =10%) 
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3.8.2 IEEE 118-bus test system with realistic wind farms data  

In this system we assume that 3 wind farms are connected to buses 1, 4 and 8 (W1 to W3) 

and four reserve providers are connected to buses 10, 66, 65 and 26 (G1 to G4). The actual 

wind energy outputs at Kingsbridge, Paroches and Port Alma2 wind farms in Ontario, 

Canada are used for analysis. It is also assumed that 4 different reserve providers located in 

southern Ontario (Desjoachims, Nanticoke, Beck2 and Lambton) can enter into the 

proposed option contracts. Fig. 3.9 shows the regional map of Ontario South West 

Generators. It is assumed that 3 separate call and put contracts are needed for 3 consecutive 

hours (1:00 pm to 3:00 pm) on March 1, 2012. All contracts are needed 4 hours ahead at 9:00 

am to 11:00 am. The maximum capacity of each reserve provider is assumed to be 10 MWh 

and finally it is assumed that the penalty factor imposed by the ISO for under/over 

production is equal to γ=0.5. The forecasted nodal prices for wind plant and reserve providers 

are shown in Tables 3.3 and 3.4. The prices quoted by wind farms (W1 to W3) are assumed 

to be 37%, 38% and 42% higher than their corresponding nodal market prices shown in 

Table 3.3 respectively. The prices quoted by reserve providers (G1 to G4) are assumed to be 

23%, 14%, 7% and 8% higher than their corresponding nodal market prices shown in Table 

3.4 (all underproduction) respectively. Fig. 3.10 shows the recorded wind energy production 

at different wind farms on March 1, 2012. The Cauchy factor γ / EFw is assumed to be 10% at 

this time of the year. The market volatility is assumed to be 20%. In this example we assume 

that each wind plant’s PDF is divided into 6 segments and therefore we need to run 216 

different optimizations in order to aggregate the final expected values. For calculation of the 

actual revenue of wind generators, the total energy available and the total energy contracted 

in each hour must be compared. Taking λAi as the actual value of market price very close to 
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the ISO estimated prices, EFw as the forecasted energy for a certain time and EAw as the 

actual value of wind energy available at that time, four different cases may occur which are 

shown in Table 3.5. 

On solving the proposed formulations and comparing the results with actual data, Table 

3.6 gives us the related case numbers that happened in real time based on Table 3.5 scenarios 

(all underproduction). Fig. 3.11 shows the total amount of revenue of each wind farm with 

the option contract compared to without the contract. The results show that in the three hour 

period of study, the wind generators save a total amount of $812.76 by using the proposed 

method. It must be noted that if a wind company decides to go with both call and put 

contracts for each hour, an extra premium cost per hour must be deducted from its total 

revenue. 

 

 

Fig. 3.9    Ontario South-West Generators [59] 
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Table 3.3  Nodal market prices at wind farms ($/MWh) 

Wind Farm 1:00pm 2:00pm 3:00pm 

Kingsbridge 59.46 60.37 60.41 

Paroches 58.40 59.24 59.27 

Port Alma2 58.68 59.49 59.52 

 

 

Table 3.4   Nodal market prices at reserve providers ($/MWh) 

Wind Farm 1:00pm 2:00pm 3:00pm 

Desjoachims 56.2 57.0 57.3 

Nanticoke 58.8   59.4   59.6 

Beck2    58.5   59.0   59.1 

Lampton    59.0   59.6   59.8 
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Table 3.5   Actual Revenue of Wind Generators  

No contract- Underproduction 

Revenue = λAi⋅ EAw − (1+γo)⋅λAi⋅(EFw − EAw)  

With Contract-Underproduction 

Case 1: EAw + ECk < EFw 

Revenue = λAi⋅(EAw+ECk)− (kmci+omci)⋅ECk − (1+γo)⋅λAi⋅(EFw − EAw − ECk) 

Case 2: EAw + ECk > EFw 

Revenue = λAi ⋅(EFw)− (kmci+omci)⋅ECk + (1−γo)⋅ λAi⋅(EAw + ECk − EFw) 

No Contract –Overproduction 

Revenue = λA⋅EFw + (1−γo)⋅λA⋅(EAw − EFw)  

With Contract –Overproduction 

Case 3: EAw − EPk > EFw 

Revenue = λAi ⋅EFw+ (kmpi-ompi)⋅EPk + (1−γo)⋅ λAi ⋅(EAw − EFw − EPk) 

Case 4: EAw − EPk < EFw 

    Revenue = λAi ⋅( EAw − EPk) + (kmpi-ompi)⋅EPk − (1+γo)⋅λAi ⋅(EFw − EAw + EPk) 

 

 

Table 3.6  Case number / Wind forecast data (MWh) (Refer to table 3.5) 

Wind Farm 1:00pm 2:00pm 3:00pm 

Kingsbridge 1/ 20 1/ 16 1/ 15 

Paroches 1/30 1/ 30 1/ 25 

Port Alma2 1/ 80 1/ 50 1/ 55 
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Fig. 3.10  Actual recorded wind energy production at different wind farms in March 

1, 2012 (24 hours) 

 

            

Fig. 3.11  Total revenue of wind farms with (w) and without (w/o) contract by 

aggregation of 216 scenarios for each hour 
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3.9 Chapter Summary 

 This Chapter proposes an option based intra-day secondary market model with several 

wind plants and several reserve providers to trade in reserves by optimally determining nodal 

strike prices and option premiums. To ensure network feasibility of these option contracts, 

MVA limits on transmission lines and transformers are enforced. This Chapter considers an 

electricity market where no subsidy or favourable consideration is given to wind generators – 

a possible future electricity market scenario whereby they are required to compete with 

conventional plants on equal footings. The market model determines optimal values for 

premiums, strike prices and quantum of energy trade via a market settlement formulation. In 

both cases of call (underproduction) and put (overproduction) options, both wind generators 

and reserve providers benefit by getting a better economic outcome than that offered by the 

ISO. Two examples are studied: A 5-bus example brings out the key features of the proposed 

model and the effect of line flow restrictions. The IEEE 118-bus system with real Ontario 

wind farm data highlights the applicability of the proposed method to a larger system with 

real wind generators. 
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Chapter 4: Energy Reserve Trade Optimization for 

Wind Generators Using Black-Scholes Options in 

Small Size Power Systems  

4.1 Introduction 

 
 In the second chapter of this dissertation we introduced a secondary market model that 

only works for two participants, one option buyer and one option seller. In the third chapter 

of this dissertation we expanded the market to include several buyers and sellers. We also 

included the network security constraints in a power system of unlimited geographical size. 

 In the previous chapters 2 and 3, we used discrete type binomial trees to model options. 

In this chapter, the use of the Black-Scholes financial model, a continuous model, for pricing 

options is proposed. Further, the short term wind power forecast error is modeled using a 

Gaussian distribution. When it comes to procuring reserve from different reserve providers in 

the system, the feasibility of delivery and network security must be assessed. This chapter 

integrates AC network security constraints into the reserve trading framework via our 

proposed option market formulation. 

 In this chapter we look into a small size power system in which all wind farms have 

either underproduction or overproduction at the same time. Similar to the previous chapter, in 

this chapter, it is proposed that wind generators buy options for reserves from providers 

ahead of the generation hour in a secondary reserve market. Wind generators will exercise 

their options at the generation hour as required by calling upon reserve providers to absorb 

their wind energy overproduction or supply energy to supplement their wind energy 
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underproduction. Reserve options are purchased by paying premiums and options are 

exercised by paying strike prices. The problem then focuses on determining the optimum 

volume of reserves traded, optimum premium values and optimum strike prices.  

 

4.2 Proposed Secondary Market Model 

 The proposed model intends to introduce a secondary market in which several Wind 

companies can buy reserve from several reserve providers with consideration of the security 

constraints. Gaussian model is used for the calculation of wind energy forecast errors and 

Black and Scholes model is used for option pricing. The proposed secondary intra-day 

reserve model is shown in Fig. 2.1 and is used in this work. 

 

4.3 Options Model for Prices 

 In the case of underproduction, all wind generators need to procure their energy shortfalls 

from other available reserve providers at the least cost. In the case of overproduction all wind 

generators need to sell their excess energy at the best possible prices. In the proposed model, 

it is assumed that wind generators with underproduction will face a penalty factor of γ0  

which marks up the market price for the energy it must buy from the market to compensate 

for its underproduction.  Similarly it is also assumed that wind generators with 

overproduction will face a discount factor of γ0  which marks down the market price for the 

over produced energy it sells to the market. The factor γ0 represents the additional costs 

borne by the ISO to arrange for these reserves and transfers them to wind generators. The 

purpose of this research is to form an intra-day secondary market including renewable 

generators and reserve providers to reduce the effect of wind energy forecast errors and 
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provide better economic options for market participants. Call options are considered in the 

case of underproduction and Put options are considered in the case of overproduction. Let us 

assume that iλE  is the marginal energy price determined by the day-ahead unit commitment 

process at the ith bus. At the ith bus, let iKc   and iKp  be call and put options strike prices. 

Using (1.9) to (1.11) and considering a zero interest rate for call option contract and 

assuming different market price volatility for different buses, we can write an equation to 

compute call option premiums: 

).N(d2λKc).N(d1λλECm iiiii −−−−====                  (4.1) 

Where  

tσλ

/2).tλ (σ)/KcE ln(λ
d1λ

i

2

iii
i

+
=                   (4.2) 

tσλd1λd2λ iii −=                    (4.3) 

And for put option contract using (1.13) we can write an expression for premium as below: 

iiiiiii KpλE-).N(d2λKp).N(d1λλEPm ++++−−−−====                                       (4.4) 

Where 

tσλ

/2).tλ (σ)/KpE ln(λ
d1λ

i

2

iii
i

+
=                   (4.5) 

tσλd1λd2λ iii −=                                             (4.6) 

These parameters will be calculated using the proposed optimization algorithm. The 

participants of the proposed model, wind generators and reserve providers, must calculate the 

expected underproduction or overproduction of wind energy at the future time (maturity of 

an option), and determine the optimal strike and option prices at each bus of the power 

system. These optimal values should maximize the social welfare amongst all participants, 
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i.e. sellers (reserve providers) and buyers (wind generators). In small size power systems all 

wind plants usually have either underproduction or overproduction and they can’t have the 

benefit of smoothing effects that occur in large size power systems. 

      In the case of underproduction, it is assumed that all of wind generators participating in 

an option market have underproduction at the maturity time. This assumption results in an 

optimization formulation that shall provide the highest call option prices considering 

maximum participants. Based on results of this proposed call option, wind generators will 

purchase reserves from the call option market to avoid penalties imposed by the ISO for 

underproduction.  

In the case of overproduction, it is assumed that all of wind generators participating in an 

option market have overproduction at the maturity time. This assumption leads to maximum 

participation and thus the highest put option prices. These wind generators can use the 

amount of negative reserve they purchased in the option market to avoid discounted prices 

imposed by the ISO.  

  The optimization process must assure wind generators and reserve providers that these 

two groups are better off and can earn more revenue by adopting our proposed method than 

what they would earn without any options.   

 

4.4 Distribution model for Wind Energy Forecast Error 

Let’s assume that the forecasted energy of a certain wind farm for a certain time in the 

near future (4 to 5 hours from now for an hour period) is wEF . The Gaussian probability 

distribution function of absorbed energy for this wind farm is shown in Fig. 4.1. If after 5 
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hours the absorbed wind energy by this wind farm is less than the mean value ( wEF ), the 

wind farm will face an underproduction scenario and if the absorbed power is more than 

wEF , it will face an overproduction scenario. Now let’s assume that the random variable x 

represents the amount of absorbed energy for that one hour period. For any x less than wEF , 

the amount of underproduction is wEF −x and we can calculate the expected under produced 

energy by using the following equation: 

















= ∫
−

−
w

2
w

2
2
1

EF

inf

σE

w(

w

w

w .dx

)EF-x

x).e-(EF
2π.σE

1
EU                                                            (4.7)    

 

In the above equation, wσE means the standard deviation associated with the forecast 

Gaussian distribution.  Similarly For any x more than wEF , the amount of overproduction is 

x− wEF  and we can calculate the expected over produced energy by using the following 

equation: 

















= ∫
+

−
inf

EF

σE

w(

w

w

w
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2
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2
2
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.dx
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).eEF-(x
2π.σE
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Fig. 4.1  Probability Distribution Function of the wind energy absorbed by a wind 

farm in near future time span. 
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4.5 Problem Formulation and Objectives 

 In this section, the overall formulation of the proposed model is discussed. 

4.5.1 Underproduction objective and constraints 

 The objective function in call option is to maximize social welfare amongst the call 

option market participants using the quoted offers to determine EUw and ECk: 

∑∑
==

⋅−⋅=
NK

1k

QC

kk

NW

1w

QC

wwC λEECλEEUOBJ

                                                                            

(4.9) 

Subject to: 

Limits on Energy Purchase:              (4.10) 

Limits on Energy Capacity: kk ECEC0 ≤≤               (4.11) 

Power Balance Equations at bus i ( ): 

i
iwik

ii PD
hour 1

EU

hour 1

EC
PGδ)(V,P −−+= ∈∈                               (4.12) 

Reactive Power Balance Equations at bus i ( ): 

iii QDQGδ)(V,Q −=                  (4.13) 

Power flow limits lth line / transformer: 

lll δ) S(V,SS ≤≤−
                             (4.14) 

Voltage magnitude constraints at each ith bus: 

iii VVV ≤≤                   (4.15) 

4.5.2 Locational marginal prices for underproduction 

The lambda multiplier corresponding to the ith bus in the equality constraint (4.12) is . 

ww EUEU0 ≤≤

{ }NB ..., 2, 1,i∈

{ }NB ..., 2, 1,i∈

OC

iλE
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The value of the Lagrangian multiplier associated with the real power balance equation at 

each bus must be equal to the total amount of money payable at that bus.  

ii

OC

i CmKcλE +=
                                                                                              

(4.16)  

After determining OC
iλE  by optimizing (4.9)-(4.15), solving (4.1) and (4.16), one can 

determine ii Cm and Kc . If the solution benefits both reserve service providers and wind 

generators, the following must be true: 

i

OC

ii λEγ0)(1λEλE ⋅+≤≤                              (4.17)  

     

4.5.3 Overproduction objective and constraints 

 The objective function in put option is to maximize social welfare amongst the put option 

market participants using the quoted offers to determine EPk and EOw: 

∑∑
==

⋅−⋅=
NW

1w

QP

ww

QP

k

NK

1k

kP λEEOλEEPOBJ

                                                             

(4.18) 

Subject to: 

Limits on Energy sold:                                                (4.19) 

Limits on Energy Capacity:                                     (4.20) 

Power Balance Equations at bus i ( ): 

i
iwik

ii PD
hour 1

EO

hour 1

EP
PGδ)(V,P −+−= ∈∈                          (4.21) 

Reactive Power Balance Equations at bus i ( ): 

iii QDQGδ)(V,Q −=                                                                                    (4.22) 

Power flow limits lth line / transformer: 

ww EOEO0 ≤≤

kk EPEP0 ≤≤

{ }NB ..., 2, 1,i∈

{ }NB ..., 2, 1,i∈
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lll δ) S(V,SS ≤≤−                                                                         (4.23) 

Voltage constraints at each bus: 

iii VVV ≤≤                                                                           (4.24) 

4.5.4 Locational marginal prices for overproduction 

 The lambda multiplier corresponding to the ith bus in the equality (4.21) is . 

At the ith bus, the total payable money should be equal to the strike price less the option 

price. 

ii

OP

i PmKpλE −=
                                                                         

(4.25) 

Solving (4.4) and (4.25), one may determine Kpi and Pmi. 

For a solution benefitting both wind generators and reserve providers, the following must be 

true: 

i

OP

ii λEλEγ0).λE-(1 ≤≤                                                                                    (4.26) 

4.6 Algorithm 

 Fig. 4.2 shows the algorithm of the proposed formulation. As mentioned in our 

formulation, transmission system data is essential to evaluate the feasibility of each 

transaction. In addition to grid data, all quoted prices and the ISO estimated prices and 

forecasted wind energies are collected at the beginning of the optimization process. 

 

 

 

 

OP

iλE
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Fig. 4.2  Proposed model’s algorithm 

 

 

  

Initial data collection:  

λEi, σ λi, EFw, γ0 ,
QP

w

QC

w

QP

k

QC

k λE,E,E,E λλλ  and grid data 

Estimate under/over production ,EUw wEO using Gaussian 

model at each wind bus 

Formulate and solve the call-option problem (4.9-4.15). 
Formulate and solve the put-option problem (4.18-4.24) 

END 

Calculate Strike prices and Option prices at each bus using 

(4.16) and (4.25) 
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4.7 Results and Analysis 

4.7.1 6-bus test system  

Fig. 4.3 shows the schematic diagram of the 6-Bus test system. It is assumed that two 

wind farms are connected to buses 4 and 5 (W1 and W2) and two reserve providers are 

connected to buses 2 and 3 (G1 and G2). All lines have the maximum capacity of 250 MVA 

and two 220 + j20 MVA loads are connected to buses 5 and 6. Generators G1 and G2 are 

scheduled to supply 200 MWh each by the ISO before entering into any option contract. It is 

assumed that the penalty/discount factor imposed by the ISO for under/over production is 

γ0=0.5. The original ISO estimated market prices using day-ahead unit commitment and all 

quoted prices are given in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. The short-term 4 hours ahead forecasted wind 

energy at both wind farms is 200 MWh. At this hour, call and put option contracts for 

reserves are traded through this secondary intra-day market for use after 4 hours (the 

forecasted time). The maximum capacity of reserve providers (G1 and G2) is assumed to be 

70 MWh each. The market price volatility for all nodes is assumed to be 10% per hour. Table 

4.3 shows the line data of such a system. Using the given data and adopting the 6-bus Test 

system as described above the optimal option prices and scheduled energy for each node are 

calculated. Fig. 4.4 shows the variation of locational marginal prices with respect to different 

wind energy forecast standard deviations in the case of underproduction. As mentioned in 

(4.16), each locational marginal price is equal to the summation of optimum call strike and 

premium prices. 
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Fig. 4.3  The schematic diagram of the 6-Bus test system 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4.1  Nodal prices in the Example 1 estimated using day-ahead unit commitment 

($/MWh) 

Bus 

Number 1 

GS 

Bus 

Number 2 

G1 

Bus 

Number 3 

G2 

Bus 

Number 4 

W1 

Bus 

Number 5  

W2 

28.45 31.79 29.46 27.23 33.80 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4.2  Quoted prices in the Example 1 ($/MWh) 

 Bus 

Number

 1 

GS 

Bus 

Number 

 2 

G1 

Bus 

Number 

 3 

G2 

Bus 

Number 

 4 

W1 

Bus 

Number  

5 

W2 

Underproduction Ν/Α 34.96 35.35 38.12 43.94 

Overproduction Ν/Α 23.84 27.98 14.97 20.28 

 

  1 3 

 6 2   5 

4 

  W2 

  G2 GS 

     G1 

  W1 
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Table 4.3  6-Bus test system line data 

 From Bus 

Number 

To Bus 

Number 

Resistance 

(p.u.) 

Inductance 

(p.u.)  

Transformer 1 6 0.123 0.218 

Transformer 1 4 0.080 0.270 

Line 4 6 0.097 0.207 

Line 5 2 0.102 0.240 

Line 2 3 0.123 1.250 

Line 5 6 0.100 0.240 

Line 4 3 0.100 0.240 

 

 

                                     
                          

Fig. 4.4  Variation of locational marginal prices for underproduction with respect to 

Wind energy standard deviation ($/MWh) 
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Higher standard deviation means larger uncertainty and thus raises prices for the majority 

of the buses.  Fig. 4.5 shows the variation of scheduled energy for wind underproduction and 

overproduction at buses 4 and 5. As expected, higher standard deviation means a higher 

uncertainty and higher reserve values are required by wind generators. Fig. 4.6 shows the 

amount of optimal reserve provided by reserve suppliers at buses 2 and 3 for the 

underproduction case. As it is shown in this graph, for wind energy standard deviations of 0.1 

to 0.4 only G1 (Bus 2) supplies reserve but for standard deviation of 0.5 and higher, G2 (Bus 

3) is also got scheduled.  This is because G1 (Bus 2) has reached its maximum capacity of 70 

MWh reserve at that point.  Fig. 4.7 shows the negative reserve for overproduction in the put 

option and it is provided by G2 (Bus 2) only because it is more economical and it can readily 

lower its output from 200 MWh downward.  In order to examine the effect of line constraints 

in the example, assume that the maximum capacity of line connecting bus 2 to bus 5 is 

changed from 90 MVA to 50 MVA for a wind energy forecast standard deviation of 0.3. Fig. 

4.8 shows that as the line limit between buses 2 and 5 decreases, W2 connected to bus 5 has 

less ability to purchase energy to compensate for its underproduction. However W1 

connected to Bus 4 is not affected in this respect. Fig. 4.8 also shows variation of optimal 

scheduled reserve with respect to security constraint variation of line 2-5. Again the lower 

amount of allowable flow on this line will affect the scheduled reserve amounts. Variation of 

locational marginal prices for underproduction with respect to security constraint variation of 

line 2-5 is shown in Fig. 4.9. As mentioned before, each locational marginal price is equal to 

summation of optimum call strike and premium prices. The sensitivity of prices with respect 

to security constraint variation of line 2-5 is observable in this graph. The price at buses 3, 4 

and 5 increases while the price at bus 2 is almost constant. 
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Fig. 4.5  Wind Energy under or over production 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.6  Optimal amounts of positive reserve (call option) for wind underproduction 

 

 

                                                                     

Fig. 4.7  Optimal amounts of negative reserve (put option) for wind overproduction 

at Bus 3 (G1 at Bus 2 is not scheduled) 
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Fig. 4.8  Variation of purchased reserve by Wind Generators (W1 and W2 and  

optimal reserve sold by reserve providers G1 and G2 with respect to security constraint 

variation of line 2-5)  for underproduction (call option) 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.9 Variation of locational marginal prices with respect to security constraint 

variation of line 2-5 
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Assuming that the same reserve providers would have been called by ISO with the same 

market price here we define four new variables which give better insight of the proposed 

model: 

1) The total avoidable loss due to underproduction for wind generators buying call options is 

equal to: 

)Cm.(KcEUγ0).λE.(1EUTAWC
NW

wi 1,w

iiw

NW

wi 1,w

iw ∑∑
∈=∈=

+−+=

                                                 

(4.27)

 

2) The total additional profit for reserve providers selling call option including capacity costs 

is equal to:  

∑
∈=

−+=
NK

ki 1,k

iiik )λECm.(KcECTERC                                                      (4.28)  

3) The total avoidable loss due to overproduction for wind generators buying put option is 

equal to: 

∑∑
∈=∈=

⋅−⋅−−⋅=
NW

wi1,w

iw

NW

wi1,w

iiw λEγ0)(1EO)Pm(KpEOTAWP                                              (4.29) 

4) The total additional profit for reserve providers selling put option including capacity costs 

is equal to: 

( )[ ]∑
∈=

−−⋅=
NK

ki 1,k

iiik PmKpλEEPTERP                                                            (4.30) 

Table 4.4 shows the variation of the above defined variables with respect to wind energy 

standard deviation. It is obvious that the objective function and avoided costs increase when 

standard deviation increases. This means that with a higher degree of forecast uncertainty, 

the parties can gain more by engaging in reserve trading through options contracts as 

proposed in this chapter. 
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Table 4.4  Results of case study ($) 

 

Wind 

Energy 

Standard 

Deviation 

 

σEw 

Avoided  

Costs for 

Wind 

Generators 

(Call) 

    TAWC 

Additional 

Profits for 

Reserve 

Providers 

(Call) 

TERC 

Avoided 

Costs for 

Wind 

Generators 

(Put) 

     TAWP 

Additional 

Profits for 

Reserve 

Providers 

(Put) 

      TERP 

Net Profit 

OBJC  

+ 

OBJP 

$ 

0.10 177.79 48.82 208.62 24.07 286.48 

0.20 323.90 99.04 396.52 47.59 547.23 

0.30 434.48 150.75 564.17 70.57 782.82 

0.40 504.39 204.09 709.67 93.01 987.00 

0.50 514.19 333.77 830.49 114.87 1159.12 
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Table 4.5 Load flow (MVA) of 6-bus test system (under production) 

 

From 

Bus 

# 

To  

Bus 

# 

MVA Line 

Flow 

 

σEw =0 

(No 

Forecast 

Error) 

MVA Line 

Flow 

 

σEw=0.1 

MVA Line 

Flow 

 

σEw=0.2 

MVA Line 

Flow 

 

σEw=0.3 

MVA Line 

Flow 

 

σEw=0.4 

MVA Line 

Flow 

 

σEw=0.5 

1 6 95.83 94.88 94.07 93.44 93.01 93.74 

1 4 49.89 48.67 47.56 46.59 45.79 46.40 

4 6 144.55 140.91 137.27 133.67 130.11 129.43 

5 2 48.92 56.27 66.09 77.62 90.42 100.26 

2 3 10.84 8.34 5.76 3.12 0.40 4.77 

5 6 16.75 16.94 18.98 22.45 26.90 27.98 

4 3 11.22 8.74 6.26 3.92 2.43 7.10 
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Table 4.5 shows the result of the load flow before and after optimization for different 

under production levels. In the first column it is assumed that there is no wind energy 

forecast error and wind generators will produce exactly the amount that they were committed 

to ISO. In the other columns the result of load flow for different standard deviations of wind 

energy forecast error is shown. 

4.7.2 118-bus test system  

 This study considered four (4) real Ontario wind farm data that is superimposed on the 

IEEE 118 bus system. In this study we assume that four (4) wind farms are connected to 

buses 1, 4, 6 and 8 (W1 to W4) and four reserve providers are connected to buses 10, 66, 65 

and 26 (G1 to G4). The recorded wind energy at Kingsbridge, Paroches, Port Alma and Port 

Alma2 wind farms in Ontario are used for this analysis [11, 58].  In this study we assume that 

three separate contracts (call and put) are needed for three consecutive hours (1:00 pm to 

3:00 pm) of March 1, 2012. All contracts are firmed up at 9:00 am to 11:00 am, 4 hours 

ahead of production hours (1:00 pm to 3:00 pm). The maximum capacity of reserve providers 

is 10 MWh each and it is assumed that the penalty/discount factor imposed by the ISO is 

γ0=0.5. The forecasted nodal prices for wind farms and reserve providers are shown in 

Tables 4.6. The prices quoted by wind farms and reserve providers are shown in Table 4.7. 

Fig. 4.10 shows the recorded wind energy production at these wind farms on March 1, 2012. 

The market volatility at each bus is assumed to be 10% per hour. In order to calculate the 

actual revenue of each wind generator, the energy available and the energy contracted for 

each hour must be compared with each other.  
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Table 4.6  ISO estimated nodal prices using day-ahead unit commitment in Example 

4.7.2 ($/MWh) 

Participants 1:00 pm 2:00 pm 3:00 pm 

Kingsbridge(W1) 57.7 58.8 59.3 

Paroches(W2) 56.7 57.8 58.2 

Port Alma(W3) 56.7 57.8 58.3 

Port Alma2(W4) 57.0 58.0 58.4 

G1 56.3 57.3 57.7 

G2 58.6 59.2 59.4 

G3 58.8 59.4 59.6 

G4 56.2 57.0 57.3 

 

 

Table 4.7  Quoted market prices for underproduction ($/MWh) 

Participants 1:00 pm 2:00 pm 3:00 pm 

Kingsbridge(W1) 79.0 80.5 81.1 

Paroches(W2) 78.2 79.7 80.2 

Port Alma(W3) 78.2 79.7 80.4 

Port Alma2(W4) 80.9 82.4 82.9 

G1 69.3 70.5 71.0 

G2 66.8 67.5 67.7 

G3 62.9 63.6 63.8 

G4 60.7 61.5 61.9 
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By defining λAi as the actual energy price (assumed to be very close to projected prices by 

the ISO), EAw as the actual value of wind energy available at that time, we can have four 

possible cases as shown in Table 4.8. 

Knowing actual generation values, one may ascertain if those 4 wind farms under produced 

or over produced. Various possible cases arising from it are listed in Table 4.8. On 

optimizing and comparing the results with actual data, Table 4.9 gives the related case 

numbers as defined in Table 4.8 that actually happened on March 1 2012 for the four wind 

farms. Table 4.10 compares the total amount of revenue of each wind farms with and without 

the option contracts. These results show that in the three-hour period of study, the wind 

generators save a total amount of $3053 by entering into call and put option contracts with 

reserve providers using our proposed method. The results show that by transacting options 

contracts, both wind generators and their counterparties, their reserve service providers, will 

benefit. The market model is hence feasible while respecting network constraints.  

It must be noted that if a wind company decides to go with both call and put contracts for 

each hour, an extra premium cost per hour must be deducted from its total revenue. 
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Table 4.8  Actual Revenue of Wind Generators  

Underproduction Revenue (EAw < EFw) 

No contract 

Revenue = λAi⋅ EAw − (1+γo)⋅λAi⋅(EFw − EAw)   

With Contract 
Case 1: EAw + ECk < EFw 

Revenue = λAi⋅(EAw+ECk)− (Kci+Cmi)⋅ECk − (1+γo)⋅λAi⋅(EFw − EAw − ECk) 

Case 2: EAw + ECk > EFw 

Revenue = λAi ⋅(EFw) − (Kci+Cmi)⋅ECk+ (1−γo)⋅ λAi⋅(EAw + ECk − EFw) 

Overproduction Revenue  (EAw > EFw) 

No Contract  

Revenue = λAi ⋅EFw + (1−γo)⋅λAi ⋅(EAw − EFw)  

With Contract  

Case 3: EAw − EPk > EFw 

Revenue = λAi ⋅EFw+ (Kpi-Pmi)⋅EPk + (1−γo)⋅ λAi ⋅(EAw − EFw − EPk) 

Case 4: EAw − EPk < EFw 

Revenue = λAi ⋅( EAw − EPk) + (Kpi-Pmi)⋅EPk − (1+γo)⋅λAi ⋅(EFw − EAw + EPk) 

 

 

Table 4.9  Case number / Wind forecast data (MWh)/ wσE (refer to Table 4.7) 

Wind Farm 1:00 pm 2:00 pm 3:00 pm 

Kingsbridge 2/ 20/46% 2/ 16/38% 1/ 15/28% 

Paroches 2/30/21% 1/ 30/20% 1/ 25/21% 

Port Alma 2/ 70/44% 2/ 60/45% 2/ 45/28% 

Port Alma2 2/ 80/19% 1/ 50/28% 2/ 55/30% 
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Fig. 4.10  Actual recorded wind energy production at different wind farms in March 

1, 2012[57] 
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Table 4.10  Total revenue of wind farms for 3 hours ($) 
 

Wind Farm A: No Contract B: With 

Contract 

(B-A)/B 

     %   

  

Kingsbridge (1:00 pm) 296 435 46.9   

Kingsbridge (2:00 pm) 647 790 22.1   

Kingsbridge (3:00 pm) 721 928 28.7   

Paroches (1:00 pm) 727 899 23.6   

Paroches (2:00 pm) 1300 1486 14.3   

Paroches (3:00 pm) 1418 1554 9.59   

Port Alma (1:00 pm) 2039 2330 14.2   

Port Alma (2:00 pm) 2456 2851 16.0   

Port Alma (3:00 pm) 2976 3299 10.8   

Port Alma 2 (1:00 pm) 2776 2919 5.1   

Port Alma 2 (2:00 pm) 1597 2043 27.9   

Port Alma 2 (3:00 pm) 3707 4179 12.7   

Total 20661 23715 14.7   
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4.8 Comparison of the results of Binomial and Gaussian Forecast Error 

 As discussed before, the model introduced in Chapter 3 is for a large size power system 

and the model in this chapter is for a small geographical size power system. In this small 

geographical power system all of our wind farms either have underproduction or 

overproduction at the same time which results in both the prices and amounts of energy 

purchased or sold being led towards more extreme values. In order to compare the two 

models, we examined the model of this chapter on a 5-Bus test system similar to the one of 

Chapter 3.  In Chapter 3 we use Cauchy coefficients while in Chapter 4 standard deviation of 

wind energy forecast is used. For a reasonable comparison, we thus need to adjust the 

standard deviation of the Gaussian model in this chapter in such a way that at each wind 

connected bus, the maximum of expected under/over production matches the corresponding 

values of example 3.8.1 in Chapter 3 independent of other buses.  

Table 4.11 shows this comparison. It is quite noticeable that because in small size power 

system of Chapter 4, prices and scheduled energy values are at the two extremes for 

under/over production, and the amount of the transacted funds are significantly higher 

compared with the large size power system of Chapter 3, which can benefit from the 

smoothing effects of a large geographical system. 
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Table 4.11 Comparison of the results of Chapter 3 (Cauchy) and Chapter 4 (Gaussian) 

for 5-Bus test system 

 

Standard 

Deviation 

of Wind 

Energy 

σEw 

(CH-4) 

Cauchy 

distribution 

ratio 

γ / EFw % 

 

(CH-3) 

 

Avoided  

Costs for Wind 

Generators 

(Call and Put) 

 

TAW (CH-3) 

$ 

Additional 

Profits for 

Reserve 

Providers 

(Call and Put) 

TER (CH-3) 

$ 

 

Avoided  

Costs for Wind 

Generators 

(Call and Put) 

 

TAW (CH-4) 

$ 

Additional 

Profits for 

Reserve 

Providers 

(Call and Put) 

TER (CH-4) 

$ 

0.046 2 103.15 18.60 206.8 37.33 

0.072 4 160.62 24.49 322.51 59.07 

0.095 6 203.87 41.88 418.39 77.61 

0.117 8 243.59 55.24 507.68 95.32 

0.1396 10 280.73 71.20 599.2 113.95 
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4.9 Chapter Summary 

 This chapter proposes a new optimization model to trade in reserves to overcome 

uncertainty in wind energy production. The model is for reserve options traded through an 

intra-day secondary market. Reserve options, both put and call options, are modelled via the 

Black-Scholes model. The proposed formulation uses the Gaussian distribution function to 

model errors in a near term wind energy forecast. Furthermore, it models transmission 

system to ensure that these reserve contracts are network feasible.  

   Complete mathematical models for optimizing this proposed secondary market for reserve 

option trade are presented. Two systems, a 6-bus system and 118-bus system with Ontario 

wind generation data were studied. In these studies, via options trade for reserves, wind 

generators and reserve providers would benefit by getting better financial returns than the 

case of having no option trade for reserves and relying solely on the primary market as 

organized by the ISO.  The amount of revenue they may gain depends on the reserve 

capacity, the network topology and the wind energy forecast accuracy. Two examples 

demonstrate the benefits of our proposed option trading model in detail. 
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Chapter 5: Wind Energy Forecast Error Estimation 

Using Black-Scholes Mathematical Model  

5.1 Introduction 

 
 In the previous chapter (Chapter 4) we estimated the wind energy forecast error based on 

a Gaussian curve provided by a centralized forecaster. In this chapter we introduce the 

concept of historic volatility of wind energy inspired by the Black-Scholes mathematical 

model. This approach provides us the ability to estimate wind energy forecast error by using 

the historic values of recorded energy for each wind farm comparing with forecasts. This 

method enables the wind energy market participants to conduct their individual error 

estimation independent of any centralized forecaster.  

 This chapter reports on a method for wind producers to buy reserve from reserve 

providers to mitigate the uncertainty using the Black-Scholes mathematical model not only 

for pricing the options but also for estimating the amount of possible errors in wind energy 

forecast for a future time span. In addition, this research integrates the network security 

constraints into the whole framework of reserve trades via our proposed option market. 

 

5.2 Proposed Secondary Market Model 

 The proposed model intends to introduce a secondary market in which several Wind 

companies can buy reserve from several reserve providers with considering the security 

constraints. This secondary market uses Black and Scholes model both for Option pricing 
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and wind energy forecast error. The proposed secondary intra-day reserve market model is 

shown in Fig. 2.1 and is used here for a small size power system. 

 

5.3 Options Model for Prices 

 In the case of underproduction, all wind generators need to procure their energy shortfalls 

from other available reserve providers at the least cost. In the case of overproduction all wind 

generators need to sell their excess energy at the best possible prices. In the proposed model, 

it is assumed that wind generators with underproduction will face a penalty factor of γ0  

which marks up the market price for the energy it must buy from the market to compensate 

for its underproduction.  Similarly it is also assumed that wind generators with 

overproduction will face a discount factor of γ0  which marks down the market price for the 

over produced energy it sells to the market. The factor γ0 represents the additional costs 

borne by the ISO to arrange for these reserves and transfers them to wind generators. The 

purpose of this research is to form an intra-day secondary market including renewable 

generators and reserve providers to reduce the effect of wind energy forecast errors and 

provide better economic options for market participants. Call option is considered in the case 

of underproduction and Put option is considered in the case of overproduction. Let us assume 

that iλE are the marginal energy price determined by day-ahead unit commitment process at 

the ith bus. At the ith bus, let iKc   and iKp  be call and put options strike prices. Using (1.9) to 

(1.11) and considering a zero interest rate for call option contract and assuming different 

market price volatilities for different nodes, we can write an equation to compute call option 

premiums: 
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).N(d2λKc).N(d1λλECm iiiii −=                                                   (5.1) 

Where:  

tσλ

/2).tλ (σ)/KcE ln(λ
d1λ

i

2

iii
i

+
=                                                               (5.2) 

tσλd1λd2λ iii −=                                                                                      (5.3) 

And for put option contract using (1.13) we can write an expression for premium as below: 

iiiiiii KpλE-).N(d2λKp).N(d1λλEPm ++++−−−−====                                      (5.4) 

Where 

tσλ

/2).tλ (σ)/KpE ln(λ
d1λ

i

2

iii
i

+
=                                                              (5.5) 

tσλd1λd2λ iii −=                                                                              (5.6) 

These parameters will be calculated using the optimization algorithm discussed in the next 

sections.   

5.4 Distribution Model for Error in Wind Energy Forecast 

 In this section we discuss about the similar natures of forecasts of wind energy and stock 

price and the possibility of using the Black-Scholes mathematical model for wind energy 

forecast error calculation. They both fluctuate in time and we can assume that for the time 

step approaching zero the wind energy prediction errors become smaller and the limiting 

probabilistic distribution can be assumed to be a lognormal distribution. As an analogy to 

finance where the stock price at any time may be lower or higher than the strike price of an 

option associated with the stock, wind energy injected by a generator into the connected 

power system may also be under produced or over produced with respect to the forecasted 

wind energy value at a certain time in the near future. Now instead of stock and strike prices 
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in (5.1) we replace them by the amount of forecasted wind energy, wEF  at wth wind generator 

at a certain time, t in the near future. Knowing that there is no interest rate factor in this case, 

the expected energy over produced can be calculated as: 

)N(d2EEF)N(d1EEF(t)EO wwwww ⋅−⋅=                                                     (5.7) 

With: 

tσE
2

1

tσE

/2).t(σ
d1E w

w

2

w == wE
                 (5.8) 

tσEd1Ed2E www −=                                 (5.9) 

At zero interest rate, the expected energy under-produced is analogous to a put option and 

therefore can be calculated using (1.13): 

ww EOEU =                   (5.10) 
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Fig. 5.1  Variation of forecast error percentage with respect to time for constant 

forecast of 100 MWh and volatility =0.15 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.2 Variation of
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 with respect to time for 

constant forecast of 100 MWh and volatility =0.15 
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 Similar to price volatility, the wind energy volatility ( wσE ) can be computed from 

historic values of wind energy forecast. As the time approaches infinity, the expected energy 

under produced or over produced will reach the limit of wEF which means that the forecast 

error reaches 100% as shown in Fig. 5.1. Fig. 5.2 shows the variation of wd1E , wd2E , 

)N(d1Ew and )N(d2Ew with respect to time. At t=0, )N(d1Ew , )N(d2Ew  are both equal to 

0.5 in standard normal distribution and as t approaches to infinity, )N(d1Ew approaches to 

one and approaches to zero. 

5.5 Problem Formulation and Objectives 

 The first step of this model is to calculate the expected under or over production of wind 

energy at the time of forecast, and to determine the optimal strike and option prices at each 

node (bus) of the system.  In the case of underproduction, it is assumed that all of wind 

generators participating in an option market have underproduction at the maturity time. 

These wind generators can use the amount of reserve they purchased in the option market to 

avoid penalties imposed by the ISO. They have already paid call option prices (premiums) to 

one or more reserve providers located at different buses to enjoy this privilege. In the case of 

overproduction, it is assumed that all of wind generators participating in an option market 

have overproduction at the maturity time. These wind generators can use the amount of 

negative reserve they purchased in the option market to avoid discounted prices imposed by 

the ISO. By assuming all having underproduction or all having overproduction at the same 

time the model brings out the maximum option prices. 

In this section, the overall formulation of the proposed model is discussed. 

)N(d2Ew
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5.5.1 Underproduction objective and constraints 

 The objective function is to maximize the benefit of the call option market participants at 

market equilibrium using quoted offers to determine EUw and ECk: 

∑∑
==

⋅−⋅=
NK

1k

QC

kk

NW

1w

QC

wwC λEECλEEUOBJ

                                                                          

(5.11) 

Subject to: 

Limitations of Energy purchased by wind entities and sold by reserve providers: 

ww EUEU0 ≤≤                                                                         (5.12) 

kk ECEC0 ≤≤                                                              (5.13) 

The following constraints ensure the network feasibility which includes active and reactive 

power balance at each bus and also transmission lines’ limits: 

i
iwik

ii PD
hour 1

EU

hour 1

EC
PGδ)(V,P −−+= ∈∈

                              (5.14)

                 (5.15) 

Limits on power flow in transmission elements: 

lll δ) S(V,SS ≤≤−
                                   

(5.16) 

Voltage magnitude constraints at each ith bus: 

iii VVV ≤≤
                                                                                                                (5.17) 

5.5.2 Locational marginal prices for underproduction 

 The lambda multiplier corresponding to the ith bus in the equality (5.14) is . The 

value of the Lagrangian multiplier associated with the real power balance equation (5.14) at 

each bus must be equal to the total amount of money payable at that bus.  

iii QDQGδ)(V,Q −=

OC

iλE
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ii

OC

i CmKcλE +=
                                                                                                 

(5.18)  

After determining OC
iλE  by optimizing (5.11)-(5.17), solving (5.1) and (5.18) simultaneously, 

one can determine . 

If the solution benefits both reserve service providers and wind generators, the following 

must be true: 

i

OC

ii λEγ0)(1λEλE ⋅+≤≤                                                                          (5.19) 

5.5.3 Overproduction objective and constraints 

 The objective function is to maximize the benefit of the put option market participants at 

market equilibrium using quoted offers to determine EPk and EOw: 

∑∑
==

⋅−⋅=
NW

1w

QP

ww

QP

k

NK

1k

kP λEEOλEEPOBJ

                                                             

(5.20)

                          

Subject to: 

Limitations of Energy purchased by wind entities and sold by reserve providers: 

ww EOEO0 ≤≤                                                                                      (5.21) 

kk EPEP0 ≤≤                                                                                        (5.22) 

Power Balance Equations at bus i ( ): 

i
iwik

ii PD
hour 1

EO

hour 1

EP
PGδ)(V,P −+−= ∈∈

                          (5.23) 

Reactive Power Balance Equations at bus i ( ): 

iii QDQGδ)(V,Q −=                                                                                                  (5.24) 

Security limit of each line: 

lll δ) S(V,SS ≤≤−
                                                                                                  

 (5.25) 

ii Cm and Kc

{ }NB ..., 2, 1,i∈

{ }NB ..., 2, 1,i∈
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Voltage magnitude constraints at each ith bus: 

iii VVV ≤≤
                                                                         (5.26) 

5.5.4 Locational marginal prices for overproduction  

 The lambda multiplier corresponding to the ith bus in the equality (5.23) is OP

iλE . At the ith 

bus, the total payable money should be equal to strike price less the option price. 

ii

OP

i PmKpλE −=
                                                                                           

    (5.27) 

After determining OP

iλE  by optimizing (5.20)-(5.26), solving (5.27) and (5.4) simultaneously, 

we can obtain the value of Kpi and Pmi.  

For a solution benefitting both wind generators and reserve providers, the following must be 

true: 

                                                                         (5.28) 

5.6 Algorithm 

 Fig. 5.3 shows the model’s algorithm. As mentioned in our formulation, transmission 

system data is essential to evaluate the feasibility of each transaction. In addition to grid data, 

all quoted prices and ISO estimated prices and forecasted wind energies are collected at the 

beginning of the optimization process. 

 

 

 

 

 

i

OP

ii λEλEγ0).λE-(1 ≤≤
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Fig. 5.3 Proposed model’s algorithm 

  

Initial data collection: transmission system data and  

σEw ,λEi, σλi, EFw, 
QP

k

QC

k

QP

w

QC

w λE,λE,λE,λE  

Estimate max underproduction and overproduction values 

,EUw wEO  respectively using Black and Scholes model 

Formulate and solve the call-option problem (5.11)-(5.17).  
Formulate and solve the put-option problem (5.20)-(5.26).  

 

END 

Calculate Strike prices and Option prices at each bus using 
(5.18) and (5.27) 
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5.7 Results and Analysis 

 The proposed method of this chapter is tested and demonstrated in a 6-bus test system.  

Using IEEE 6-bus test system, we assume that there are two wind farms connected to buses 4 

and 5 (W1 and W2) and there are two reserve providers connected to buses 2 and 3 (G1 and 

G2). The single-line diagram is shown in Fig. 5.4. Each transmission line has the maximum 

capacity of 250 MVA and two 220 + j20 MVA loads are connected to buses 5 and 6. G1 and 

G2 are scheduled to supply 200 MWh each before participating in any option contract. Also 

the penalty/discount factor imposed by the ISO for under/over production is γ0=0.5. The 

original ISO estimated market prices are given in Table 5.1. Also quoted prices are shown in 

Table 5.2. The forecasted wind energy at each wind farms is assumed to be 200 MWh. 

Option contracts are taking place 4-hour ahead of option exercise time. Each reserve provider 

is ready to provide maximum amount of 70 MWh reserve. The market price volatility for all 

nodes is assumed to be 10% per hour. The IEEE 6-Bus test system line data can be found in 

Table 5.3. Fig. 5.5 shows how strike and premium call options change with increasing of 

wind energy forecast volatility.  It is obvious that higher volatility increases the uncertainty at 

the time of contract and thus the prices for majority of the buses also increase.  

Scheduled energy for wind under/over production at buses 4 and 5 (wind connected 

buses) can be found in Fig. 5.6. It is obvious that higher wind energy volatility increases the 

uncertainty at the time of contract and thus higher value of required reserve for wind 

generators is required. The amounts of optimal reserve provided by reserve suppliers at buses 

2 and 3(G1 and G2) for the underproduction case are shown in Fig. 5.7.  The negative reserve 

for overproduction is shown in Fig. 5.8 and it is provided by G2 only resulting from its lower 

quoted price compared against G1’s quote.   
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Now let’s observe the effect of constraints on transmission lines in this test system. Let us 

assume that the maximum capacity of line between buses 2 and 5 is changed from 90 MVA 

to 50 MVA for a wind volatility value of 0.15. As it is shown in Fig 5.9, the tighter security 

constraint of the line means that W2 connected to bus 5 can only purchase limited amount of 

energy to compensate for the underproduction. In contrast, W1 connected to bus 4 is not 

limited in purchasing its required reserve energy. Variation of optimal scheduled reserve with 

respect to security constraint variation of line 2-5 is shown in Fig. 5.10. It is obvious that the 

lower amount of allowable flow on this line will affect the scheduled reserve amounts. 

Variation of optimal call strike prices with respect to security constraint variation of line 2-5 

is shown in Fig. 5.10. The sensitivity of prices to the security constraint of line 2-5 is obvious 

in this graph. Prices at a majority of buses increase as a result of the tighter security 

constraint. 

 Assuming that the same reserve providers would have been called by ISO with the same 

market price the following four parameters (5.29)-(5.32) can help us to measure the 

economic benefits of the model to both wind generators and their counterpart reserve 

providers contracted under call and put options; their numerical values are shown in Table 

5.4.  It is worth emphasizing that these parameters must not be confused with objective 

functions. 

1) The total avoidable loss due to underproduction for wind generators buying call options is 

equal to: 

)Cm.(KcEUγ0).λE.(1EUTAWC
NW

wi
1w

iiw

NW

wi
1w

iw ∑∑
∈

=
∈

=

+−+=

                                              

(5.29) 
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2) The total additional profit for reserve providers including capacity costs selling call option 

is equal to:  

∑
∈
=

−+=
NK

ki
1k

iiik )λECm.(KcECTERC                                                      (5.30)  

3) The total avoidable loss due to overproduction for wind generators buying put option is 

equal to: 

∑∑
∈

=
∈

=

⋅−⋅−−⋅=
NW

wi
1w

iw

NW

wi
1w

iiw λEγ0)(1EO)Pm(KpEOTAWP

                                                     

(5.31) 

4) The total additional profit for reserve providers including capacity costs selling put option 

is equal to: 

( )[ ]∑
∈
=

−−⋅=
NK

ki
1k

iiik PmKpλEEPTERP                                                 (5.32)      
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Fig. 5.4  Single-Line diagram of the 6-Bus test system. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Table 5.1  ISO estimated nodal prices in the Example ($/MWh) 

Bus 

Number 1 

GS 

Bus 

Number 2 

G1 

Bus 

Number 3 

G2 

Bus 

Number 4 

W1 

Bus 

Number 5  

W2 

28.45 31.79 29.46 27.23 33.80 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  1 3 

 6 2   5 
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  W2 

  G2 GS 

     G1 
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Table 5.2  Quoted prices in the Example  ($/MWh) 

 Bus 

Number

 1 

Gs 

Bus 

Number 

 2 

G1 

Bus 

Number 

 3 

G2 

Bus 

Number 

 4 

W1 

Bus 

Number  

5 

W2 

Underproduction Ν/Α 34.96 35.35 38.12 43.94 

Overproduction Ν/Α 23.84 27.98 14.97 20.28 

 

 

Table 5.3  6-Bus test system line data 

 From Bus 

Number 

To Bus 

Number 

Resistance 

(p.u.) 

Inductance 

(p.u.)  

Half line 

Admittance 

(p.u.) 

Transformer 1 1 6 0.123 0.218 - 

Transformer 2 1 4 0.080 0.270 - 

Line 1 4 6 0.097 0.207 0 

Line 2 5 2 0.102 0.240 0 

Line 3 2 3 0.123 1.250 0 

Line 4 5 6 0.100 0.240 0 

Line 5 4 3 0.100 0.240 0 

 

 

Fig. 5.5  Call option strike prices and premiums at all buses for underproduction 

with respect to wind energy volatility ($/MWh) 
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                           Fig. 5.6  Wind Energy under or over production 

 

 

                            

Fig. 5.7  Optimal amounts of positive reserve (call option) for wind underproduction 

 

 

                            

Fig. 5.8  Optimal amounts of negative reserve (put option) for wind overproduction  
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Fig. 5.9  Purchased reserve by Wind Generators (W1 and W2) and optimal reserve 

purchased from reserve providers (G1 and G2) with respect to security constraint of 

line 2-5 for underproduction (call option) 

 

 

 

                                       

 

Fig. 5.10  Optimal call strike prices with respect to security constraint of line 2-5 
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Table 5.4  Results of case study  

B&S 

Volatility 

of Wind 

Energy(per 

hour) 

σEw 

Avoided  

Costs for 

Wind 

Generators 

(Call) 

 

 

TAWC 

($) 

Additional 

Profits for 

Reserve 

Providers 

(Call) 

 

 

TERC 

($) 

Avoided 

Costs for 

Wind 

Generators 

(Put) 

 

 

TAWP 

($) 

Additional 

Profits for 

Reserve 

Providers 

(Put) 

 

 

TERP 

($) 

Net Profit  

 

OBJC 

+ 

OBJP 

($) 

0.05 179.55 49.35 208.54 24.06 287.52 

0.10 326.36 100.13 396.92 47.51 548.36 

0.15 436.51 151.92 562.41 70.32 781.14 

0.20 505.24 205.07 706.12 92.42 984.22 

0.25 514.29 334.29 824.91 113.75 1152.59 
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5.8 Comparison of the Results of Gaussian and Black & Scholes Forecast 

Error 

 In both Chapters 4 and 5 we examined out small size power system model on the same 

IEEE 6-Bus test systems. Both chapters use the Black-Scholes option pricing method. 

Chapter 4 used the Gaussian model for wind energy forecast error estimation while Chapter 5 

uses the Black-Scholes mathematical model for that purpose. Table 5.5 shows this 

comparison. It must be noted that in the Black-Scholes model volatility is defined per hour 

but in the Gaussian model the standard deviation of our example is given for four hours. We 

thus expanded the Black-Scholes model’s volatility for four hours so that the results of both 

models would be comparable. The comparison in Table 5.5 shows very close relationship 

between the results. 
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Table 5.5  Comparison of the results of Chapter 4 (Gaussian) and Chapter 5 (Black & 

Scholes) for IEEE 6-Bus test system 

B&S 

Volatility 

of Wind 

Energy(per 

hour) 

σEw 

Avoided  

Costs for Wind 

Generators 

(Call and Put) 

 

TAW(CH-4) 

$ 

Additional 

Profits for 

Reserve 

Providers 

(Call and Put) 

TER(CH-4) 

$ 

Avoided  

Costs for 

Wind 

Generators 

(Call and Put) 

TAW(CH-5) 

$ 

Additional 

Profits for 

Reserve 

Providers 

(Call and Put) 

TER(CH-5) 

$ 

0.05 386.41 72.89 388.09 73.41 

0.10 720.42 146.63 723.28 147.64 

0.15 998.65 221.32 998.92 222.24 

0.20 1214.06 297.10 1211.36 297.49 

0.25 1344.68 448.64 1339.2 448.04 
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5.9 Chapter Summary 

 This chapter proposes and investigates the usage of the Black-Scholes mathematical 

model not only for pricing options but also for estimating the amount of possible errors in 

wind energy forecast in a future time span. This method borrows the concept of historic 

volatility in finance and applies it to historic volatility of wind energy forecast which can be 

utilized for wind energy forecast error estimation.  In both cases of call and put options, wind 

generators and reserve providers would benefit by getting better financial returns than the 

default case of having no option trading. The amount of revenue they may gain depends on 

the reserve capacity, network topology and the wind energy volatility level.  

The method is demonstrated on IEEE 6-bus test system and compared with method proposed 

in previous chapters. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusion and Future Work 

 General conclusions and the key contributions of this dissertation work are summarized 

in this chapter. Recommended future research studies related to this dissertation are also 

discussed. 

6.1 Conclusion  

 This research proposes a completely new secondary reserve market for intra-day reserve 

trade between wind generators and reserve providers where wind generators purchase reserve 

from reserve providers to overcome forecast errors that lead to deficits or excess of wind 

energy. The secondary market design is based upon Option Contract Theory and 

complements the electricity market operated by independent system operator (ISO). In such a 

market subsidies are not offered to wind power producers and they must compete with other 

conventional generator in the power system. An intra-day secondary reserve market is 

proposed in addition to the main electricity market run by the ISO, to operate in parallel. In 

the secondary market, wind generators and reserve providers can enter into options contracts 

to trade in reserve, required to overcome wind energy uncertainty, to reach market 

equilibrium based upon state of the electricity market.  

The intra-day secondary market model considers two aspects. The options contract model 

and wind generator uncertainty model. In this work, two widely used Option pricing methods 

namely the Binomial model and the Black-Scholes model are used. Uncertainty of wind 

generator output forecast error is modeled using Gaussian, Cauchy, Binomial Tree, etc. This 

allows several variants of the secondary market model, considering one type of options 
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contract and one model of wind generator uncertainty. In addition, transmission system 

limitation can be considered to ensure that the model is feasible. 

Several of those variants of the secondary market model were developed and tested with 

simple systems and the IEEE 118-bus system with Ontario wind farm data.  

In each case, when the wind generators participate in the electricity market and procure 

reserves from the proposed secondary market, their profits increase. These results are 

consistent for the test systems and Ontario cases. In conclusion, the results demonstrate 

benefits of the secondary reserve market. Chapter-wise summary is presented below. 

6.2 Chapter-wise Summary 

In the first objective of this research (Chapter 2), the goal was to develop an intra-day 

secondary reserve trade model considering one wind company and one reserve provider 

using the Binomial tree model for both trade and wind energy forecast error modeling. This 

step does not consider network constraints or transmission system. From participation in the 

secondary market, the wind generators benefit by procuring reserve options. It allows them to 

avoid penalties of deviating from production schedules. 

In the second objective of this research (Chapter 3), the goal was to develop an intra-

day secondary reserve trade model considering several wind companies and several reserve 

providers including security constraints to ensure that these models are physically feasible. 

This step uses the Binomial tree model for trade and the Cauchy model for wind energy 

forecast error modeling. In this chapter, it is evident that transmission system limits set 

locational prices for reserve contract premiums and strike prices. The wind generators benefit 

from participation in the secondary reserve market. 
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 In the third objective of this research (Chapter 4), the goal was to develop an intra-day 

secondary reserve trade model considering several Wind Companies and several Reserve 

providers including security constraints. This step uses the Black-Scholes model for trade 

and the Gaussian model for wind energy forecast error modeling in a small size power 

system in which we can assume that all wind turbines have either underproduction or 

overproduction at the same time.  

 In the fourth objective of this research (Chapter 5), the goal was to develop an intra-day 

secondary reserve trade model considering several Wind Companies and several Reserve 

providers including security constraints to ensure that these models are physically feasible. 

This step uses the Black-Scholes model both for trade and wind energy forecast error 

modeling in a small size power system in which we can assume that all wind turbines have 

either underproduction or overproduction at the same time.  

 In both Chapters 4 and 5, the wind generators benefit from the Black and Scholes model 

of options contract for reserves offered by reserve providers. The various models of wind 

forecast uncertainties influence results but are compliant with the overall secondary market 

structure. 

Table 6.1 shows the summary of the models adopted in this dissertation. From the 

simulation results of all the above option models reported in this thesis, wind generators and 

reserve providers would benefit by getting better financial returns via option trading than the 

default case of having no option trading. The amount of revenue they may gain depends on 

the reserve capacity, the wind energy volatility level and also network topology.  
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6.3 Summary of Major Contributions  

The contribution of this dissertation could be summarized as follows: 

• It introduces a secondary market not governed by ISO, but to complement and operate in 

parallel with the primary electricity market governed by ISO. 

• It utilizes the financial concept of options contract for reserve trade. 

• It considers several models of wind generator forecast uncertainty. 

• It considers the physical characteristics and transmission system of the power system. 

• Several variants of the secondary market were developed. In each instance, the secondary 

reserve market performed well and provided benefit to wind generators, enabling them to 

participate the ISO operated electricity market. 

Table 6.1 Summary of Option Models Adopted in this Research 

 Option  

Model 

Energy  

Forecast 

error 

Network 

Constraint 

being 

considered 

Number of Wind 

generators (WG) 

and Reserve 

Providers (RP) in 

the market 

Geographical 

size of the 

power 

system 

Chapter 2 

 

Binomial 

Tree 

Binomial 

Tree 

No WG =1 

RP =1 

Generic; no 

restriction 

Chapter 3 

 

Binomial 

Tree 

Cauchy- 

Lorentz 

Yes No Limit Generic; no 

restriction 

Chapter 4 

 

Black-

Scholes 

Gaussian Yes No Limit Small Sized 

Chapter 5 

 

Black-

Scholes 

Black-

Scholes 

Yes No Limit Small Sized 
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6.4   Recommendations for Future Work 

A number of future directions for related research activities could be explored: 

1) Financial options can be used in Demand Response programs. 

2) Other source of renewable energy such as Solar can use financial options to purchase                    

reserve to mitigate their forecast uncertainty. The behaviour of their forecast error probability 

distribution function must be explored. 

3) Purchasing reserve from pump storage devices instead of thermal power plants can be 

considered as well. 

4) A secondary market frame can be used for all sources of renewable energy (Wind, Solar, 

etc.) with different forecast error probability distribution function characteristics.  
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